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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis explores the reasons why David Hamilton’s works have proved so successful with 

choirs in New Zealand and discusses some of their more notable characteristics of style as well 

as the evidence they offer of his experience of working with vocal ensembles of many kinds. 

This is demonstrated through a series of short case studies of works performed as part of my 

MMus recital.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

David Hamilton is New Zealand’s most prolific choral composer. Not only has he written 

more than 600 works over a forty year period, but his choral music is sophisticated, versatile, 

melodious, challenging and harmonically and aurally accessible. His composition output is not 

restricted to choral music, but also includes works for orchestra, large-scale choir and 

orchestra, brass band, concert band and instrumental chamber music. His versatility in writing 

compositions is evident from the ensembles he writes for which range from children’s choirs 

to professional chamber choirs. He also writes instrumental works for chamber groups, high 

school orchestras and professional orchestras. He predominantly writes music for New Zealand 

ensembles, although he does receive commissions from overseas groups. Hamilton’s 

compositions have been published variously by Sulasol in Finland, Brilee Music, Colla Voce 

Music, Earthsongs, Kjos Music and Walton Music in the United States of America, Edition 

Ferrimontana in Germany and Oxford University Press in the United Kingdom. His music has 

won numerous competitions locally and also in Italy, the United States of America, Israel and 

the United Kingdom. In 2020 Night Songs III won the Delta Omicron Composition 

Competition (USA), his choral works took first, second and third places at the IX Amadeus 

International Choral Composition Competition 2020 (Spain), and Canticle 6: Fragments from 

Lorca won the Philip Neill Memorial Prize in Music (NZ). 

 

My reason for focusing on the choral music of David Hamilton stems from wanting to 

find out what it is that makes his choral music suitable for such a wide range of ensembles. My 

background has predominantly been working with children’s choirs and high school choirs 

with limited musical knowledge and vocal technique, and while there are a number of New 

Zealand composers who write for choirs, it is difficult to find a large body of works that is 
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suitable for ensembles with these limitations. Indeed, over the years it has often proved so 

difficult to find New Zealand choral works that are suitable for the children to perform that it 

has been easier simply to exclude New Zealand pieces from the programme. David Hamilton’s 

works have often proved the exception to this being appealing to young choirs and composed 

in a manner that is sensitive to their strengths and technical limitations. 

 

His background as a high school music teacher and his connections with primary schools 

means he understands the elements that are needed to create an appropriate and successful 

composition for young singers. However, this is not the extent of his work. Throughout his 

career he has demonstrated a capacity to write music that is suitable for ensembles of all levels 

and abilities including the large number of works he has written for the Choralation choir in 

Auckland, a mixed-voice high school choir from Westlake Girls and Boys High Schools, as 

well as the many pieces he has written for the New Zealand Youth Choir, Dorian Choir, Viva 

Voce, Auckland Choral Society and Voices New Zealand.  

 

This thesis will explore why David Hamilton’s works have proved so successful with 

choirs in New Zealand and will discuss some of their more notable characteristics of style as 

well as the evidence they offer of his experience of working with vocal ensembles of many 

kinds. This will be demonstrated through a series of short case studies of works performed as 

part of my MMus recital.  

 

For the recital, two choirs (a children’s choir and a mixed-voice chamber choir) 

performed a number of works written by David Hamilton. The works were chosen to suit the 

musical and technical capabilities of the choirs. 
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Con Brio Choir is a community children’s choir for singers aged ten to seventeen years 

old and is the premier choir of North Shore Youth Music in Auckland. The choir performs a 

wide range of repertoire, from Maori waiata through to choral art songs and vocal jazz and has 

toured to Hobart, Tasmania and Christchurch. Con Brio rehearses for 75 minutes a week during 

term time and singers are encouraged to have private singing lessons. As well as touring, the 

choir has performed Titanic LIVE at Auckland’s Civic Theatre and has also featured in the 

APRA Silver Scroll Awards1 in 2018, performing Hunnybee by Unknown Mortal Orchestra.  

Con Brio was chosen to perform as part of the recital to acknowledge the range of repertoire 

that Hamilton has written for children and youth choirs. Due to rehearsal limitations because 

of COVID-19,2 Con Brio were only able to rehearse and perform six of the eight pieces 

originally planned for the recital.  

The mixed voice chamber choir that was convened for the recital was largely made up of 

singers who have sung at a national level or those who have had extensive choral training. 

Rehearsals averaged around two hours in duration over six rehearsals. Nine David Hamilton 

works were chosen, once again showcasing a range of musical qualities, compositional 

techniques and difficulty.  

 

 

  

 
1 The APRA Silver Scroll Award is New Zealand's most prestigious song writing award, recognising 

outstanding achievement in the craft of song writing. It is hosted annually by the Australasian Performing Rights 

Association. “APRA Silver Scroll Awards”, APRA AMCOS, available from 

https://apraamcos.co.nz/awards/awards/silver-scroll-awards/; accessed 8 February 2021. 
2 New Zealand implemented lockdowns and limitations on certain activities during 2020. Choral singing came 

under scrutiny due to the spread of the virus and ultimately the deaths of singers in a choir in the United States 

after a rehearsal. Choral singing and rehearsing was not permitted until New Zealand shifted to Level 1, the least 

restrictive of the country’s four Covid alert levels. Auckland experienced a further lockdown in August which 

again halted choral singing and rehearsals. 
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METHODOLOGY 

As part of the preparation for the examination recital, the programmes for The Big Sing 

Auckland Regional3 and The Big Sing Finale4 from 2009-2019 and The Kids Sing5 held in 

Auckland for the years 2013-2019 were consulted. Lists were compiled of all David Hamilton’s 

works that were performed each year and from this I was able to get an accurate overview of 

the most performed pieces. This data influenced the choice of repertoire for the recital which 

was designed to illustrate the range of musical characteristics and levels of difficulty 

encountered in Hamilton’s choral works.  

The inclusion of a New Zealand composition has been mandatory since the mid-1990’s 

for all choirs wishing to be in contention for The Big Sing Finale as well as the regional award 

of Best Performance of a New Zealand Composition. As David Hamilton relates, 

“Once there was a New Zealand compulsory section, conductors were looking for 

suitable repertoire. There were relatively few pieces suitable for school choirs that 

 
3 The Big Sing (TBS) is a national group-singing competition for secondary school students. Secondary Schools 

Choral Festivals began in 1988 as part of the Westpac Chamber Music Contest and after breaking away to be its 

own festival, has grown to be New Zealand’s largest annual choral event. Each year, close to 10,000 young 

people from over 250 schools take part in regional festivals nationwide. The goals of The Big Sing are to 

encourage participation and excellence in secondary school choral singing, to inspire young people to achieve at 

a national level, to develop the next generation of young choral leaders, to foster an understanding and 

appreciation of Maori language and waiata and to provide performance opportunities for music by New Zealand 

composers. Regional festivals take place in ten centres around New Zealand during May and June. Choirs 

present varied ten minute programmes, including at least one New Zealand composition. “The Big Sing 

Secondary Schools Choral Festival”, New Zealand Choral Federation, available from 

https://nzcf.org.nz/activities/for-singers/the-big-sing/?tpage=about; accessed 25 February 2021 
4 Twenty-four choirs from the regional competitions are selected to compete at the Finale which is held in one of 

the main centres of New Zealand at the end of August each year. Around 900 students, directors and supporters 

attend this three-day competition. “Big Sing Secondary Schools Choral Festival”, New Zealand Choral 

Federation, available from https://nzcf.org.nz/activities/for-singers/the-big-sing/?spage=3; accessed 25 February 

2021 
5 The Kids Sing (TKS) is a choral festival for primary and intermediate school choirs and directors to perform in 

a supportive environment with constructive feedback. Around 2,500 school children participate each year. The 

aims of TKS are to foster participation in and the enjoyment of choral singing, to encourage healthy vocal 

production and sound choral techniques, to provide an opportunity for children and conductors to perform in a 

professional yet supportive environment, with the option of constructive feedback and to provide professional 

development for leaders of children’s choirs. “The Kids Sing Primary and Intermediate Schools Choir 

Festivals”, New Zealand Choral Federation, available from https://nzcf.org.nz/activities/for-singers/the-kids-

sing/?tpage=about; accessed 25 February 2021 
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already existed. The John Ritchie work Canary Wine6  for treble choir that includes 

Make Room for the Bouncing Belly were used quite a bit, also Dorothy Buchanan’s 

Peace Song7. A couple of Anthony Ritchie settings were popular, plus the inevitable 

arrangements of Hine e Hine8 and Pokarekare Ana9. So I guess once people had become 

aware that I had a choir at Epsom Girls Grammar School and had written for them, they 

also started to come to me for ideas for repertoire.”10  

David Hamilton’s works have long been a popular choice with conductors as he has 

written such a large range of pieces for choirs of all voicings and abilities. He also continues 

to write a number of compositions for schools and choirs that he works with as well as 

responding to external commissions. 

An analysis of the programming data referred to above reveals that with an average of 31 

New Zealand composers featured each year between 2009-2019 at The Big Sing Auckland 

Regional, David Hamilton is by far the most performed composer. During this ten-year period, 

an average of 25% of the New Zealand pieces performed each year at The Big Sing have been 

written by David Hamilton [see Figure 1].  

 

 
6 Canary Wine, written in 1984, is a cycle for unaccompanied women’s chorus of five short movements 

composed by John Ritchie with text by Ben Jonson. The five movements are: Queene and Huntress dedicated to 

the Wellington Girls College Special Choir, So Sweet is She dedicated to Rosemary Turnbull, Make Room for 

the Bouncing Belly dedicated to the Cecilian Singers, Slow, Slow, Fresh Fount dedicated to the Christchurch 

Girls’ High School Singers and Men’s Shadows again dedicated to the Wellington Girls College Special Choir. 
7 Peace Song is a popular choral work with text and music by Dorothy Buchanan. The choral version of the 

work was written in 1994 and it is sung regularly by choirs all over the world. Elizabeth Kerr, RNZ, “Dorothy 

Buchanan – pioneering New Zealand composer”, Radio New Zealand, available from 

https://www.rnz.co.nz/concert/programmes/appointment/audio/201782110/dorothy-buchanan-pioneering-new-

zealand-composer; accessed 20 February 2021. 
8 A maori lullaby written in 1907 by The Princess Te Rangi Pai. Hine e Hine is often arranged for choirs by 

choral composers. “Hine e Hine”, New Zealand Folk Song, available from 

http://www.folksong.org.nz/hine/index.html; accessed 18 February 2021. 
9 Pokarekare Ana is a love song that originated from Northland, New Zealand at the start of World War I. It was 

taken to the East Cape where it was modified in to an action song telling of Paraire Tomoana's 1912 courtship of 

Kuini Raerena. It is often arranged for choirs by choral composers. “Pokarekare Ana”, New Zealand Folk Song, 

available from http://folksong.org.nz/pokarekare/; accessed 18 February 2021. 
10 David Hamilton, In discussion with the author, February 2021. 
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Figure 1: New Zealand Compositions at The Big Sing Auckland 

 

When looking at The Big Sing Finale, held every year for the top twenty-four choirs in 

the country, the figures are a little different but are still dominated by David Hamilton’s works. 

Other composers are commissioned to write works for choirs in their own regions and it is 

possible that some conductors based in centres further away from Auckland are less aware of 

the range of Hamilton’s works. In the years 2009-2019, an average of fifteen New Zealand 

composers were featured each year and on average, David Hamilton’s works made up 22% of 

the New Zealand compositions performed at The Big Sing Finale each year. [See Figure 2] 

Figure 2: New Zealand Compositions at The Big Sing Finale 
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A similar exercise was carried out for The Kids Sing Auckland Regional for the period 

2013-2019. As in The Big Sing, the choirs in this festival are required to perform a New Zealand 

composition in their ten-minute programme. Once again, David Hamilton’s works featured 

frequently during the period examined. Over the course of seven years, there was an average 

of sixteen New Zealand composers’ works performed each year and on average, David 

Hamilton’s works made up 21% of these. [See Figure 3] 

Figure 3: New Zealand Compositions at The Kids Sing 
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online,12 however, most conductors make decisions on their individual instinct or as a result of 

networking with other conductors. One article that is widely consulted is ‘Choral Repertoire, 

A Director’s Checklist’ by David L. Brunner.13 

Coming from the perspective of the conductor, Brunner discusses how the thoughtful 

selection of repertoire can enrich choral music education for children and high school choirs. 

A central part of his argument lies in the need for conductors to know their singers: “To plan 

repertoire that will be meaningful and challenging yet accessible and successful, you must be 

aware of singers’ ability, training, and experience.”14 Factors to consider include knowing the 

size and makeup of the choir, the balance of voice parts, age, experience, musical 

understanding, skill level and sight-reading ability of the singers, past repertoire performed and 

comfortable ranges of the voice parts. The repertoire should also “facilitate musical learning”15 

and should “help the singers acquire specific skills, understandings and appreciation.”16 When 

looking at repertoire in this way, one needs to look at how musical concepts are introduced, or 

how previous concepts can be reviewed or reinforced. The same principles apply in regard to 

vocal concepts. How, Brunner asks “will the singers become better musicians after studying 

and performing this piece?.”17 What skills will the piece expose the singers to? Does it 

encourage artistic expression, musical sensitivity and aesthetic appreciation? Looking more 

broadly, Brunner asks whether the repertoire will add to a comprehensive programme that 

provides variety including pieces from many styles, periods, textures and languages.18 

 
12 Sue Rarus, “Choosing Choir Music for Children: Part II”, National Association for Music Education, 

available from https://nafme.org/choosing-choir-music-for-children-part-ii/; accessed 16 February 2021. 
13 David Brunner, ‘Choral Repertoire – A Director’s Checklist’, Music Educators Journal, Vol. 79, no. 1, 1992, 

pp. 29-32. 

14 Brunner, Choral Repertoire – A Director’s Checklist, p. 29. 
15 Brunner, Choral Repertoire – A Director’s Checklist, p. 29. 
16 Brunner, Choral Repertoire – A Director’s Checklist, p. 29. 
17 Brunner, Choral Repertoire – A Director’s Checklist, p. 29. 
18 Brunner, Choral Repertoire – A Director’s Checklist, p. 31. 
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Brunner’s overriding concern is that the technical demands of the piece are within the singers’ 

grasp at this point in their vocal and musical development.19 This is the crux of the matter since 

many choirs – and particularly children’s choirs – frequently perform repertoire that is not 

suited to the age and ability of the singers.20 At the other end of the spectrum it is important to 

ask, as Brunner does, whether the piece chosen provides sufficient challenge to encourage 

musical growth yet not frustrate the singer and whether it motivates them to be better than they 

are. Measured against these criteria, the success and popularity of David Hamilton’s pieces 

with choir directors is readily understandable. 

 

While focusing on the conductors role, it is interesting to note that Brunner believes it is 

important, when selecting repertoire, to make sure that the biases and/or inadequacies of the 

conductor do not influence or limit the selection of a well-rounded programme of choral 

music.21 However, David Hamilton, who will often know the conductor of the ensemble he is 

writing for, and who is himself an accomplished choral conductor, comments: 

“It’s about knowing what to pitch for someone and also being aware of what the 

conductor has to do…I am aware of what both conductor and choir might be able to 

tackle.  There is nothing wrong with challenging groups at times.  And sometimes 

pieces don’t always come off a hundred percent, because you can misjudge the 

difficulty level. Sometimes conductors can say I have got a really good group, write 

whatever you like and you find the next year they don’t have.  I’m always very happy 

for conductors to say “we can do this but we can’t do that”.  “Don’t go outside this pitch 

range for the sopranos or altos”.  “The second sopranos are weak this year or we have 

a lovely lead soloist”.  I’m doing a job for them and I’m very happy for them to provide 

 
19 Brunner, Choral Repertoire – A Director’s Checklist, p. 31. 
20 I have witnessed this problem with New Zealand choirs on many occasions and it frequently arises as a 

consequence of the conductor’s inexperience.  
21 Brunner, Choral Repertoire – A Director’s Checklist, p. 31. 
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parameters that say you can do this but don’t do that. You do have to be very aware of 

what the group can do and if you don’t know the group that can be challenging.  It’s 

nice when the conductor comes back and says you have pitched that really well for our 

group.22 

Over the years, Hamilton has developed parameters for writing for children and high 

school choirs.  

“Writing for children’s choirs, yes it is pitching, vocal ranges, the type of text you are 

choosing, things like leaps within parts, often you want to keep the parts reasonably 

independent because of a whole lot of parallel chordings are actually quite hard to do 

so actually quite often with younger choirs, even with two parts, I will try and keep the 

parts reasonably independent so each part has their own tune.  You see a lot of music 

for choirs all in thirds and it’s actually ungrateful to sing and hard to pitch.....It’s just 

things like that and making sure keys aren’t too extreme, nothing maybe too busy or 

too fast, just that basic stuff.  Partly that’s experience and partly being sensible.”23 

Dr Karen Grylls made this comment in 1993 about why Hamilton’s choral music is so 

popular: 

“There are several reasons…..From the point of view of working with new scores, his 

presentation is excellent. The presentation is the first thing you see and David’s score 

are very clear, he has always got the text at the front, he provides translations where 

necessary, and his performance notes are clear. Then you look at the music itself and 

everything does work, everything is singable. He is very good at writing for the 

resources he’s got. And I think he has also got something to offer for the choir who 

 
22 David Hamilton, In discussion with the author, December 2020 
23 Hamilton, In discussion with the author 
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want a bit more of a challenge. The music is clear, it’s accessible, and you work at a 

piece and in the end it all comes together – there is a lot to be said for that. I think 

Rakiura represents one aspect of David’s style, along with pieces like The Moon is 

Silently Singing and the very early Lux Aeterna. They are slow-moving chordal pieces 

which are usually many-voiced and more difficult. That is juxtaposed against the much 

more popular style he writes, with lots of metre changes and jaunty little tunes. (He is 

not afraid to write a tune.) I think this style appeals to many people. He is also good at 

finding texts. I think his choice of text is excellent. And he is also very good at 

promoting his own music which is, of course necessary for any composer.”24 

 

As Grylls points out, Hamilton consistently chooses excellent texts and his ability to set 

those texts to music is what makes him stand out as a successful composer. Hamilton 

champions New Zealand writers where possible and has set many New Zealand texts in his 

choral music. These texts are a positive connection with New Zealand choirs who want to be 

able to champion not only New Zealand composers, but New Zealand writers as well. Among 

these individuals are James K.Baxter, Pauline Cartwright, Joy Cowley, Barry Crump, Ruth 

Dallas, Denis Glover, Robyn Hyde, Witi Ihimaera, Jessie Mackay, Margaret Mahy, Katherine 

Mansfield, Gloria Rawlinson, Hone Tuwhare, Joy Watson, and many more.  

David Hamilton is a master of text setting and story-telling. Once he finds the right poem, his 

music is scrupulously crafted to suit the text. His melodies, harmonies and choral writing helps 

the performers and audience to understand the text in a way they may not have thought about 

before.  

Text in vocal music is of the utmost importance and Brunner highlights the need for 

conductors to consider the qualities of the text. What does it convey to the singer? Does it 

 
24 Karen Grylls, ‘Performing Rakiura’, Rakiura SOUNZwrite Study Guide, 1997. 
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uplift, provoke, stimulate, move, touch? Is the text appropriate for the age-level of the singers? 

Are they able to identify with the language, content and intent? 25 

When asked about his composing method, Hamilton answered: 

“Always text first. I always say to students don’t even bother coming in talking to me 

about your piece until you have got the text.  The music has got to flow out of the text. 

To me that’s an absolute bottom line.  There is no point having a melody in mind 

because the words might not fit the rhythm.  The music’s got to fit the natural flow & 

stress and accentuation of the text.  Text ALWAYS first.  At basic level it’s got to 

follow the natural accentuation and flow of the language.  End of story.  Once you’ve 

got the text that will suggest something to you.  Once you’ve found a text that almost 

immediately says to you this is how I’ve got to be set. You’ve got to have that really 

quite immediate reaction to the text. Oh wow!  Yes I’d like to set this to music.”26 

 

The considerations identified by Brunner and Hamilton, many of which on reflection had 

long informed my own decision-making processes, were foregrounded in my selection of 

repertoire for my recital.  

In the case of Con Brio’s recital repertoire, I wanted to showcase a range of styles and 

difficulty levels that are encountered in David Hamilton’s works for children’s choirs. I 

examined the data collected from The Big Sing Auckland Regional, The Big Sing Finale and 

The Kids Sing and made a list of all the pieces that had been performed three or more times 

over the years surveyed. This gave me a list of around twenty pieces of which eight were 

chosen; I was familiar with the majority of them – which collectively exhibited a variety of 

 
25 Brunner, Choral Repertoire – A Director’s Checklist, p. 32. 
26 Hamilton, In discussion with the author. 
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styles, durations and technical difficulty – and also included a couple of works I had not 

performed or conducted.  

Choosing the repertoire for the Chamber Choir was a different experience as this was a 

type of choir I had sung in but had not much experience conducting. Once again, the data 

collected from The Big Sing Auckland Regional and The Big Sing Finale was consulted but 

with greater heed paid to pieces performed in The Big Sing Finale as these were more likely to 

be suitable for a chamber choir of this level.  

As well as the collections of works from The Big Sing, I consulted the Centre for New 

Zealand Music website.27 I trawled through mixed-choir works by David Hamilton, listening 

to recordings online if there were any available, as well as looking at the first page of the score 

which is displayed on the website. When this proved to be a rather painstakingly long exercise, 

I consulted David Hamilton to see whether he had any recordings of works I could listen to, 

and he kindly gave me his sampler CDs of Mixed Voice Works which meant I was able to 

listen to a selection of pieces in their entirety. I had also downloaded Noises, Sounds and Sweet 

Airs: Choral Music of David Hamilton recorded by Viva Voce Choir of Auckland conducted 

by John Rosser. Through these recordings, I was able to put together a list of Hamilton’s works 

that would fit the criteria for my recital.  

I did have a two pieces already earmarked for performance, such as The Moon is Silently 

Singing and two pieces that I had previously conducted with my community youth choir that 

would demonstrate one end of the spectrum I was hoping to showcase. I was also aware that 

for this level of choir, it would be possible to perform repertoire that used improvisation and 

extended vocal techniques which were elements I was keen to include. Needless to say, after 

 
27 www.sounz.org.nz 
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many weeks of research, and with the first rehearsal fast approaching, I was able to confirm a 

repertoire list of nine pieces.  

For the case studies in this thesis, I chose three works from each of the recital repertoire 

lists of both Con Brio and the mixed voice Chamber Choir. These pieces were selected in order 

to discuss a range of elements including difficulty level, compositional techniques, musical 

style and for some pieces, extended vocal techniques.  
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LIFE AND MUSICAL INFLUENCES 

David Hamilton was born in Napier on 21 December 1955. He lived in Taupo during his 

formative years and learnt the piano and theory from the age of six. He attended Taupo College 

where he had limited musical education, but he enjoyed participating in the stage shows. He 

continued to learn theory and piano with his private music teacher who also helped him through 

his School Certificate examination. He was the first person from Taupo College to pass School 

Certificate music. He went on to take Sixth- and Seventh-Form music through the 

Correspondence School. 

On leaving school, Hamilton applied for a Studentship, which provided financial support 

for the successful applicants’ time at university on the proviso that on graduation, they went 

teaching. He attended the University of Auckland and was initially enrolled in a Bachelor of 

Arts with a double major in music and maths. However, because of his studentship, he was 

encouraged to branch out a little more and ended up studying music, maths, geography and 

French at Stage 1. At this point in his studies, there was not room in his degree for him to study 

composition but he felt in hindsight that it was a good thing as it allowed him to pursue other 

interests for a short time.  

Hamilton’s move to Auckland and to university was an eye-opening experience with his 

first introduction to a live orchestral performance and the discovery of music he had no idea 

existed through his many hours spent in the School of Music’s listening room. Hamilton ended 

up spending six years at university after embarking on a Bachelor of Music alongside his 

Bachelor of Arts and later completing his Master of Music. By the time he finished university, 

he had taken all but two or three Stage 3 music papers and this broad knowledge base set him 

up well for his career in teaching music. 28 

 
28 Cheryl Camm, ‘Performing Rakiura’, Rakiura SOUNZwrite Study Guide, 1997, p. 8. 
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While at University, Hamilton was taught by lecturers Douglas Mews29 and John 

Rimmer30. These two composers played a part in influencing the young student and as long as 

Hamilton completed the set weekly or fortnightly composition tasks, “both of them were happy 

for me to pursue things I was interested in”.31 Mews, an organist, church music director and 

choral composer, was Hamilton’s composition lecturer in his first and second years of 

Composition, and Rimmer, whose music is strongly characterised by the natural sounds of the 

sea, waves, water, wind and birds and who uses a wide variety of musical forces, orchestral, 

choral and instrumental, took him for his third year and was his supervisor for his MMus in 

Composition.  

Before attending university, Hamilton’s only experience of choral singing was as a 

primary school student in Taupo, singing in a school festival. However, at university, he sang 

in the University Choral Society.  

“It was a big choir which met two lunch times a week, and we did large repertoire. The 

first thing I sang at University was the Verdi Requiem and I thought, ‘oh I like this’. In 

terms of my involvement in choral music, this was probably the key moment.  We were 

expected to sing in a choir at university…..there were staff and students, it was a big 

 
 
29 Douglas Mews was well-known as an organist, church musician, teacher and composer. Born in 

Newfoundland in 1918 he studied at the Trinity College of Music in London, gaining his Doctorate and 

becoming a professor and examiner. He was an organist at St George’s Catholic Cathedral in Southwark and 

continued as an organist and Director of Music at Auckland’s St Patrick’s Cathedral from 1970 after arriving in 

Auckland the year before to take up a position as Associate Professor at the University of Auckland School of 

Music. He wrote over 62 works, mostly choral, but some for organ as well as a few instrumental pieces. His 

choral compositions include a number of pieces for the Auckland Dorian Choir including Love Song of 

Rangipouri (1975). His most performed choral piece both here in New Zealand and overseas is Ghosts, Fire, 

Water (1972) from the poem ‘On Viewing the Hiroshima Panels’ by James Kirkup. Douglas Mews died in 

1993. John Mansfield Thomson, Biographical Dictionary of New Zealand Composers, Wellington: Victoria 

University Press, 1990, pp. 104. 
30 John Rimmer (b.1939), is a composer, director of contemporary music ensemble, horn player and former 

lecturer in Composition. He studied the lyrical use of serial technique and electronic music in Canada and 

learned from composer Douglas Lilburn here in New Zealand. He taught at the North Shore Teachers College 

before being appointed in 1974 to the staff of the School of Music at the University of Auckland. Rimmer is the 

founder of the Karlheinz Company, an ensemble for new music at the University of Auckland. He retired from 

his position at the University of Auckland in 1999 to devote more time to composing. John Mansfield Thomson, 

Biographical Dictionary of New Zealand Composers, Wellington: Victoria University Press, 1990, pp. 115. 
31 Hamilton, In discussion with the author. 
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group and there were some very good musicians in there, particularly quite a few staff 

who came from around the university. It was in the days when there was a common 

lunchtime for everybody.  It was kind of that experience of singing in a choir, that I felt 

‘I really like this’.32 

 

It was Professor Peter Godfrey33 who conducted this massed choir and who gave 

Hamilton his first opportunity to have his compositions performed, at the university and on 

tour by the Auckland University Singers. Godfrey was already an advocate of New Zealand 

composers, and his support of Hamilton helped foster the development of a composer who 

would go on to be one of New Zealand’s most prolific composers of choral music.  

The formation of the National Youth Choir in 1979 and the appointment of Peter Godfrey 

as its conductor, was a pivotal moment in the life of David Hamilton. Hamilton was a 

foundation member of this choir and two of his early compositions, Lux Aeterna and Stabat 

Mater were taken on tour with the choir when it travelled to the United States and England. A 

performance at Coventry Cathedral was a very moving experience for the choir. Firstly, the 

starkness of the ruins of the original cathedral destroyed by a bomb during the Second World 

War was an illustration of the reality of war that they had not experienced themselves and 

 
32 Hamilton, In discussion with the author. 
33 Peter Godfrey was the unofficial ‘Father of Choral Music’ in New Zealand. He was born in 1922 and was a 

farmer’s son from the Fen district in England. He became a chorister in the King’s College Chapel Choir in 

1931 and while attending Cambridge University returned to sing at King’s College as a Bass choral scholar. 

Godfrey was Director of Music at Marlborough College and conducted other choirs in the area. Colleagues of 

Godfrey included Sir David Willcocks, Herbert Howells, Gerald Finzi and Benjamin Britten. 

Godfrey moved to New Zealand in 1958 where he was a lecturer at the University of Auckland and organist at 

St Mary’s Anglican Cathedral. He also took up the position of conductor of the Auckland String Players and in 

1961, took over the Dorian Choir in Auckland. In 1972, Godfrey took the University of Auckland Choir to 

represent New Zealand at the Third International University Choral Festival held in New York. This choir still 

exists today as the Auckland Chamber Choir. In 1983, Godfrey accepted the position of musical director of the 

National Youth Choir and conducted the ensemble until 1988. During this time, he was also the musical director 

at Wellington Cathedral. While in Wellington, he conducted the Orpheus Choir and in 1985, founded the New 

Zealand Choral Federation. After a short time in Melbourne in 1989 to establish a Choral Foundation at Trinity 

College, Godfrey settled in Kapiti where he continued to conduct choirs. After retiring, he kept himself busy 

playing the organ and directing the church choir at St Michael’s Waikanae. Peter Godfrey passed away on 28 

September 2017 at the age of 95. Elizabeth Salmon, Peter Godfrey – Father of New Zealand Choral Music, 

Wellington: Wakefields Digital, 2015. 
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secondly, “part of the programme was David Hamilton’s very telling composition Lux Aeterna, 

which we sang in memory of those who had just died in the Falklands war on the British ship 

Coventry”.34  

As Hamilton recollects, 

“I discovered that I enjoyed both the active choral singing and then enjoyed writing for 

choirs early on.  It just snowballed from there. The Lux Aeterna and Stabat Mater in 

‘82, and one of the Christchurch Choirs also commissioned something around that time 

too.  Then Auckland Choral Society commissioned my Te Deum in ‘86.  I was starting 

to get noticed for choral works and I had started doing a bit of writing for schools as 

well.”35 

 

One of David Hamilton’s most memorable early choral experiences was singing Tallis’ 

40-part motet, Spem in Alium. Peter Godfrey gathered the Holy Trinity Cathedral Choir, St 

Patrick’s Cathedral Choir, the University Singers, the University Choral Society and the Dorian 

Choir to perform in Auckland Grammar School’s assembly hall. Being ‘sixteenth bass’ was a 

wonderful experience for Hamilton and he could “see the sound gradually coming around to 

my entry!”36 

Hamilton’s involvement with music education started with a teaching position at Epsom 

Girls Grammar in 1981 which led to the Head of Department position in 1986. Other notable 

moments include his involvement as a national moderator, prescription writer and as a member 

of the Music Experts Panel guiding the implementation of the new National Certificate in 

Educational Achievement from 1999 to 2003.  

 
34 Salmon, Peter Godfrey – Father of New Zealand Choral Music, p. 144. 
35 Hamilton, In discussion with the author. 
36 Cheryl Camm, ‘Performing Rakiura’, Rakiura SOUNZwrite Study Guide, 1997, p. 9. 

. 
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In 1999, Hamilton took leave from his teaching job at Epsom Girls Grammar to serve as 

the Composer-in-Residence at the Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra and to pursue other 

composition projects. He resigned from his position at the end of 2001 to devote more time to 

composition, but maintained an active involvement in music education on a part-time basis. 

While at Epsom Girls Grammar, Hamilton conducted the highly regarded Opus choir and he 

continued to conduct this choir through to 2003. He has also been involved with the Auckland 

Choral Society since the 1980’s and was the Deputy Musical Director from 1996 to 2011. 

Hamilton continues to sing with the Auckland Choral Society to this day. He has worked with 

a number of community choirs including the Tauranga Civic Choir, Napier Civic Choir, South 

Auckland Choral Society and is currently the Principal Guest Conductor of the Pakuranga 

Choral Society. 

Hamilton is an active choral adjudicator having served on juries in Japan, Hawaii, 

Argentina, Llangollen in Wales and in New Zealand. He is also in demand as a workshop 

presenter in New Zealand and overseas with his most recent presentation in July 2019 at the 

Hong Kong Choral summit. In 2020 he was an adjudicator for the composition section of The 

Big Sing and for the Choirs Aotearoa New Zealand national composers’ competition. 

Since 2003, Hamilton has worked as a composition tutor and choral conductor in several 

Auckland secondary schools. He has lectured part-time at the University of Auckland School 

of Music on occasion and continues to spend most of his time composing new works.  

When asked about his musical and stylistic influences early on in his career, David 

Hamilton responded, 

“For me, the minimalist thrust….is one of the most interesting. I like the way a lot of 

music is becoming much more approachable in terms of audience reaction. I’ve always 

been suspicious of music that sets out to create a negative impression in an audience. I 

would almost consider myself a populist composer as it were. I feel that I like an 
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audience to react positively to what I’ve written….that means more to me….than the 

fact that somebody might still want to perform my music after I’ve gone. I’m here now 

– I’d like to have my music performed now. I don’t think it means compromising your 

own style, but I think it’s important that you make some…..reasonably immediate 

communication with an audience. It’s those styles that attract me the most at the 

moment, also the styles that draw on a wide range of music backgrounds. I’ve been 

particularly interested in people like George Crumb, Charles Ives….Americans who are 

willing to open up to a wide range of musical influences…..they’re not just stuck in one 

very narrow musical style or musical ideology. They’re willing to draw on whatever 

influences they feel are most appropriate for that moment….”37  

 

Thirteen years later, Hamilton extended the range of composers and compositions that 

influence him.  

“I very much like the music of JS Bach, especially the orchestral music. My other 

favourite composers come from the 20th Century: Charles Ives (American composer of 

early in the century), Steve Reich, Philip Glass and John Adams have all influenced my 

style. More recently I have become very interested in the music of Michael Torke and 

Aaron Jay Kernis (both American composers).”38 

Minimalism, “a style of composition characterized by an intentionally simplified 

rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic vocabulary,”39 is a concept that has continued to fascinate 

Hamilton throughout his career. He has not been alone in this since Minimalism has come “to 

 
37 David Hamilton, William Dart talks to David Hamilton, June 1986. 
38 David Hamilton, “Frequently Asked Questions”, DBH Music, available from 

https://www.dbhmusic.co.nz/faqs; accessed 15 February 2021. 
39 Keith Potter, "Minimalism (USA)", Grove Music Online, 31 Jan. 2014, available from 

https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-

9781561592630-e-1002257002; accessed 8 February 2021. 
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be widely seen as the major antidote to modernism, as represented by both the total serialism 

of Boulez and Stockhausen and the indeterminacy of Cage.”40  

The greater accessibility of Minimalism lends itself particularly well to the composition 

of choral music, a consideration that may well explain Hamilton’s interest in it. Minimalist 

music is “tonal or modal where modernism is atonal, rhythmically regular and continuous 

where modernism is aperiodic and fragmented, structurally and texturally simple where 

modernism is complex.”41  

Forerunners of this musical style were Steve Reich42, Philip Glass43 and John Adams44, 

who Hamilton pointed out as being composers he admired and listened to.  

Hamilton’s liking for many of the intrinsic stylistic qualities of Minimalism including its 

rhythmic energy and strong tonal sense, is evident in many of his compositions.  

 
40 Potter, Minimalism (USA). 
41 Potter, Minimalism (USA). 
42 Steve Reich (b.1936) is one of the earliest masters of minimalist music. Some of the characteristics of his 

music include slow harmonic rhythm, repetitive figures, canons and tape loops. Well-known pieces by Reich 

include Different Trains (1988), a three-movement piece written for string quartet and tape, Piano Phase (1967) 

written for two pianos or piano and tape and Pendulum Music (1968) involving suspended microphones and 

speakers, creating phasing feedback tones. Paul Griffiths, "Reich, Steve", Grove Music Online, 2001, available 

from https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-

9781561592630-e-0000023091; accessed 9 February 2021. 
43 Philip Glass (b.1937) is considered as “one of the founding figures of minimalist music”. “Throughout the late 

1960s and early 1970s Glass developed a wholly distinctive ensemble style of highly amplified, diatonic, 

harmonically static, additive, and subtractive rhythmic cycles” and it was during this time that the Philip Glass 

Ensemble was established. He has written twelve symphonies, eleven concertos, eight string quartets, numerous 

operas and musical theatre works and various other chamber music and film scores. Tristan Evans, "Glass, 

Philip", Grove Music Online, 26 Mar. 2018, available from 

https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-

9781561592630-e-3000000124; accessed 9 February 2021. 
44 John Adams was born in 1947 and is an American composer and conductor of classical music and opera with 

strong roots in minimalism. His music is often categorised as minimalist or post-minimalist and while he applies 

minimalist techniques, such as repeating patterns, he is not a strict follower of the movement. His works include 

the opera Nixon in China, Short Ride in a Fast Machine for orchestra and a choral symphony, Harmonium.  

Sarah Cahill, "Adams, John", Grove Music Online. 2001, available from 

https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-

9781561592630-e-0000042479; accessed 21 February 2021.  
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“Much of my instrumental music written from the mid-1980s onwards is heavily 

influenced by minimalism. It is usually quite rhythmic, often reasonably fast moving, 

and basically tonal (in a key). That doesn't mean the music is never discordant - 

sometimes the music can be quite dissonant and angular. I've never been completely 

drawn to styles such as serial music, which I find quite limiting.”45  

In spite of his attraction to Minimalism, Hamilton notes that its application in choral music is 

considerably more difficult than it is in the field of instrumental music.  

“With choral music it is harder to use a minimalist style because one has to be aware of 

the text and maintaining the meaning of the words. Repetition of text can sometimes 

make the words meaningless or simply nonsense, so choral minimalism has to be 

handled a little more carefully.”46 

 

 

 

 

  

 
45 Hamilton, Frequently Asked Questions. 
46 Hamilton, Frequently Asked Questions. 
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CASE STUDY - THE MOON IS SILENTLY SINGING 

The Moon is Silently Singing is a setting of a short poem by the Spanish poet Miguel de 

Unamuno (1864-1936). It is voiced for two SSATB choirs and two horns. Written in 1985, the 

piece came about through Hamilton’s friendship with a horn player and a “flippant comment 

about unorthodox combinations of forces (although I have heard one other work for horn and 

choir)”.47 This piece seeks to “evoke a mood of stillness and calm (except at the two main 

climaxes), and much of the writing consists of simple diatonic chords alternating between the 

two choirs. The work ends, as it began, alternating the words canta and luna”.48  

Canta en silencio la luna; 

hay que oίrla con los ojos; 

canciόn blanca, sosegada, 

canciόn de amor misterioso, 

 

canciόn de amor que se aburre 

por encontrarse tan solo; 

las estrellas distraίdas 

rehusan hacerle coro. 

 

Pobre luna que está ciega 

y sola, no ve, sus ojos 

sombras que sueñan, y canta 

para distraer sus ocios. 

 

Miguel de Unamuno - #320 49 

The moon is silently singing- 

one should hear it with one’s eyes: 

a white and lulling song, 

a song of secret love, 

 

a song of love growing weary 

from seeing itself so alone: 

absent-minded, every star 

refuses to join in its choir. 

 

Poor moon, oh, still so blind 

and lonesome! It cannot see its own eyes- 

shadows that dream- and sings 

only to fill its idleness. 

 

This piece incorporates elements of minimalism, shown by “the small number of chords 

used, and the repetition of harmonies - often passed back and forth from one choir to the 

other.”50 The repetition of harmonies can be heard from the very beginning of the piece, where 

the two choirs alternate between a G minor and E Flat Major seventh chord, overlapping 

 
47 David Hamilton, The Moon is Silently Singing, 1985. 
48 Hamilton, The Moon is Silently Singing. 
49 Hamilton, The Moon is Silently Singing. 
50 Hamilton, “Frequently Asked Questions”. 
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slightly, blurring the changes of harmony. Often, the chords also share two or three notes (bars 

1 – 2) [see Figure 4].  

The writing of the chords in first inversion, gives the music a greater feeling of instability 

and this propels the piece towards a key moment in bar 28 – both choir one and two coming 

together on a B flat Major root position chord with new text and the same rhythm. It is also the 

first moment in the piece where we see the use of the triplet rhythm in the choir, although it is 

foreshadowed by horn three bars earlier. [see Figure 5]  

Another example of Hamilton’s use of minimalism in this piece is the slow changing 

harmonies, for example in bar 28 through to bar 44, where a B flat chord alternates between 

the choirs in various forms (sometimes in first inversions and on occasion, with an added 

second) [see Figure 5]. While the harmony is slow changing or even static through this section, 

the solo horn weaves a linear melody created from the notes sung by the surrounding voices 

(bars 33-37) [see Figure 5]. 

Hamilton’s treatment of text often draws on Minimalist technique, being set in a 

fragmentary manner with emphasis placed on isolated but important words from the poem e.g. 

canta (singing), luna (moon). The first word (canta) is repeated by both choirs from bars 1 – 7 

with a change of text (luna) appearing at bar 8 [see Figure 4]. He goes a step further with the 

text sosegada (lulling), as he fragments the word antiphonally, giving the first two syllables 

sose-  to choir one, and the remaining two syllables gada to choir two a bar later.  
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Figure 4: The Moon is Silently Singing: Hamilton: bars 1-7 
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Figure 5: The Moon is Silently Singing: Hamilton: bars 23-45 
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There are four main sections in The Moon is Silently Singing. Section one is bars 1 – 84, 

section two bars 85 – 102 (followed by a four-bar link), section three is bars 107 – 124 and 

section four is bars 125 – 171. Each of these sections is divided through changes in sound and 

texture as well as subtle changes to Hamilton’s use of harmony, the function of text and the use 

of choral voicing. Section one displays slow-moving harmonies with an introduction of new 

text at bar 44, pobre luna que está ciega y sola (poor moon, oh, still so blind) coinciding with 

a build of momentum around bar 44. A return to the initial slow moving harmony follows at 

bar 55, with a sudden change of dynamic and texture from bar 70. Throughout this section one, 

horn 1 has a melody that is linear and soloistic compared to the vertical structure of the choirs. 

The use of syncopation and triplet figures are a contrast to the long held notes and slow-

changing harmony, almost as though the horn represents the ‘singing’ of the moon that no-one 
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can hear. At one point, the horn also introduces notes that add to the vertical harmony, creating 

a seventh chord (bar 43) [See figure 5]. 

As Hamilton notes, 

“The second section is notable for the following features which had not been used in 

the previous section: the prominent use of the women’s voices rather than the whole 

choir, the use of the vowel sound ‘ah’ rather than words from the text, the unison 

whispering from the men, the use of glissando and the static harmony (the whole section 

is just one chord)”.51  

 The second section is rather short compared to the other sections, and focuses on 

the introduction of the extended vocal technique of glissando, and a return to the text pobre 

luna que está ciega y sola (poor moon, oh, still so blind). The women’s glissando above 

the whispered text from the men’s voices adding to the meaning of the text with the feeling 

of crying or wailing – poor moon. The end of this section sees Horn two enter with a 

heralding-type announcement at bar 100. This seems to pre-empt the change of texture and 

harmony of section three [see Figure 6]. 

  

 
51 Hamilton, An Interview with the Composer, 1999 
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Figure 6: The Moon is Silently Singing: Hamilton: bars 98-104 

 

Section three sees a departure from what was seen in the previous two sections, 

particularly in the form of harmonic progression. Where previously Hamilton had static slow-

moving vertical harmony, this has now moved in to a faster-paced series of chordal 

progression. An example of this can be seen from bars 107 – 120, where he repeats text sombras 

que suenan (shadows that dream) and uses chords such as C9 , D flat major followed by a D 

diminished chord and C flat major [see Figure 7]. These ‘shadows’ seem to grow larger and 

larger as the dynamic builds throughout this section until we reach the climax, again with both 

choirs coming together on a B flat major chord. This moment is short-lived, however, as we 

see the return of the first text of the whole piece – canta (singing).  

The solo horn melodies in section three are interweaving, with complicated-rhythms and 

gradually increasing pitch and dynamics adding a layer to the overall texture and intensity. 
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Although the final section seems to be very similar to the first section, there are 

differences. The text used this time includes the line en silencio la luna (the moon is silent) 

which is whispered by choir one and which evokes the idea that it’s nearly time for the moon 

to finish its nights work but also, as the poem describes, that sadly, no one can hear the moon 

singing. The static harmony of the choirs, again singing antiphonally, and the addition of the 

triadic horn melody creates an ethereal final atmosphere to the piece. 
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Figure 7: The Moon is Silently Singing: Hamilton: bars 107–119 
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CONDUCTOR’S REFLECTION – The Moon is Silently Singing 

The Moon is Silently Singing was always going to be a challenge for the chamber choir. 

When it was written, the choirs David Hamilton was working with were quite large, with 

around fifty to sixty singers and the voicing of the piece also eludes to this piece best fitting a 

large choir. However, from early research, I knew that this piece was a favourite of Hamilton’s 

and there was something that was drawing me to it. It also helped that I had access to very 

competent horn players which added to my desire to perform it.  

Originally I had hoped to have around thirty singers or more, however, the final number 

of available singers was twenty-four which is rather small for a chamber choir. A few of the 

singers had sung this piece with the New Zealand Youth Choir, and some had studied it at 

school. That familiarity definitely helped when rehearsals started.  

The hardest part about having a small choir, and with only three singers per soprano line, 

was that at times, the long held lines (of which there are many) became a very big sing, and 

had I not had the experienced and trained voices that I did, this piece would not have been 

performable. Another difficultly with a small choir was that Horn I had to play very softly in 

order to not overwhelm the sound of the choir.  

On the whole, the choir rehearsed well, (although the Spanish text needed work) and 

there were only a few moments that really needed extra time. Section 2 (women glissando 

above men’s whispers) had a tendency to lose precision – the glissandos needed to reach their 

notes on the first beat of the bar, and the men needed to observe their triplet with great accuracy. 

Another moment was in Section 3, where the melody passes from one choir to the other with 

each part alternating the text sombras que sueñan in one bar with a dotted minim held in the 

next. The overall breadth and ebb and flow of this section needed to be at the front of the beat 

as the choir would often be too methodical in their approach and the section would feel stodgy. 
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Compared to other parts, this was a moment in the piece where they could ‘let loose’ and that 

felt a little odd in between the static long-held harmonies they had just been singing. 

Overall, although this piece should have been a little out of our reach as a small chamber choir, 

the expertise of the singers and instrumentalists made possible a different interpretation of a 

piece that had previously only been sung by large choirs and I believe it was a successful 

performance.  
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CASE STUDY - SUNRISE AT MANGAWHAI 

Sunrise at Mangawhai was written in 2015 for Choralation Choir and conductor Rowan 

Johnston. The text was found on a Department of Conservation noticeboard at Mangawhai, a 

popular beach north of Auckland. “It is a short Maori text (presumably a proverb) which tells 

of dawn breaking over the ocean, providing warmth for both sea and land.”52 

Takiri ko te ata i te moana 

Te mahana a tangaroa me papatuanuku 

Kokiri to manu e karanga 

Ka ao ka ao ka awatea 

Dawn breaks over the ocean 

Warming the seas and the land 

Birds awaken and call 

‘Tis day, ‘tis day, ‘tis daylight.53 

 

 

The opening of the piece evokes the idea of a traditional Maori chant which has “a strong 

emphasis upon a tonic (the note which occurs most often) in the centre of the range, which is 

generally limited to a 4th. Melodic intervals are mostly major and minor 2nds and minor 

3rds”.54 The haunting melody of a koauau (Maori flute)55 also comes to mind when listening 

to this opening. The spacing of the held chord in the tenors and basses (constructed of 

superimposed fifths) suggest the vastness of space and its long duration a sense of an 

unchanging eternity. The soprano and alto, usher in the dawn in canon, the imitation implying 

the endless sequence of sunrises [see Figure 8].   

 

 
52 David Hamilton, Sunrise at Mangawhai, 2015. 
53 Hamilton, Sunrise at Mangawhai. 
54 Mervyn McLean, Angela R. Annabel, and Adrienne Simpson, "New Zealand", Grove Music Online, 2001, 

available from 

https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-

9781561592630-e-0000040087; accessed 22 February 2021. 
55 “Kōauau are the most common type of Māori flute, and traditionally were made from various woods, kelp, 

albatross wing bones, human bones and probably moa bones. They range in length from about 100 millimetres 

to 385 millimetres and most commonly have three finger-holes, known as wenewene. The sounds are further 

manipulated with slight movements of tongue and lips. Kōauau are used in entertainment, but also for healing 

and grieving and to ease pain. The music of kōauau always had words and an expert player could make these 

heard through the instrument.” Brian Flintoff, “Māori musical instruments – taonga puoro”, Te Ara - the 

Encyclopedia of New Zealand, available from http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/maori-musical-instruments-taonga-

puoro/print; accessed 23 February 2021. 
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Figure 8: Sunrise at Mangawhai: Hamilton: bars 6-11 

 

With the men continuing to sing the pedal chord, the women embark on a musical 

technique that could be described as quasi-improvisatory – singing based in each case on a 

different series of five pitches. Hamilton writes 

“At bar 18 the singers begin with the indicated notes on the word “Takiri”, then 

improvise the remaining melody for the given text. After that, repeat the phrases over 

and over, varying the melody ad lib., but always using the given notes. Singers enter 

one by one as indicated by the conductor. Allow each part to ‘settle’ before the next 

one enters.”56 [see Figure 9]  

The introduction of both the first soprano and tenor lines as a quasi ‘solo’ over the 

improvised singing, introduces the text ‘warming the seas and the land’. While the first section 

has more of an improvised, free chant feel, the second section (starting at bar 34) is homophonic 

with the voices singing fortissimo and entering one by one to form a full texture of choral force 

[see Figure 10]. By the time all voices have entered, we hear a large sound wall created from 

long held notes. This section is the awakening of the birds with a call (karanga) to the day. 

Hamilton seems to depict the birds awakening all at once, and the fullness of the beginning of 

the section gives way to beauty and sereneness by bar 45.  

 
56 Hamilton, Sunrise at Mangawhai. 
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Figure 9: Sunrise at Mangawhai: Hamilton: bars 17-20 

Figure 10: Sunrise at Mangawhai: Hamilton: bars 34-39 
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The final section returns to the ‘ad lib’ style of choral singing. At bar 46, Hamilton writes  

“at bar 46 the singers enter individually and sing through the phrase, then hold the final 

note before repeating the phrase. The dynamic should gradually increase, and the cut 

off on the next page is a sudden one – singers end together whether or not they have 

finished their phrase.”57 [See Figure 11] 

This section starts very softly and once all the voices have entered there is a gradual 

crescendo that depicts the rising of the sun. The abrupt cut-off at bar 50 is a powerful climax, 

and the C major fortissimo chord following is a change of direction for this piece [See Figure 

12]. The sun has risen and the major tonality creates a warm feeling for this moment.  

 

Figure 11: Sunrise at Mangawhai: Hamilton: bars 46-47 

  

  

 
57 Hamilton, Sunrise at Mangawhai.. 
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Figure 12: Sunrise at Mangawhai: Hamilton: bars 49-50 

 

At bar 54, we see the Maori chant return, this time sung by the first and second basses.  

This is not the first time we have seen Hamilton use material from the beginning of the piece58 

and the feeling of coming full circle is more apparent with confirmation that ‘dawn breaks over 

the ocean’. This time, however, the texture is fuller with sopranos, altos, tenors and now second 

basses singing long-held notes along with the chant. The long slow-changing harmonies 

continue in all parts through to the end of the piece, except for the first basses who continue 

with the original motif and the sopranos, who  

“gradually fan out through the auditorium and on cue at bar 64 enter individually with 

the given phrase. Repeat as needed until all have left and the music has disappeared 

into the distance.”59 

 
58 Also seen in The Moon is Silently Singing 
59 Hamilton, Sunrise at Mangawhai. 
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The text the sopranos sing Ka ao ka awatea (‘tis day, ‘tis daylight) and the rhythm and 

melody of the part, is bird-like and suggests that the birds have woken and are announcing the 

coming of morning. 

Regarding tonality, the key signature suggests a key of A flat major, which is supported 

by the open fifth chords starting at bar 8. The D natural constantly repeated in the women’s 

melody does have a destabilising effect but adds to the chant-like feel of the opening and the 

harmony seems quite diatonic throughout. Section two at bar 34 adds in the G flat, giving the 

sense of modulation, but Hamilton’s movement through the chords of B flat minor, E flat 

minor, F minor and then back to G flat major (with an added 2nd and 6th) still let us feel the 

harmony is diatonic. As mentioned earlier, the sudden appearance of a C major chord in bar 

51, coincides with the appearance of the ‘sun’ and Hamilton moves towards an A major 

tonality. The rising series of tonalities through to this point also mirror the rising of the sun. By 

bar 58, Hamilton has moved back down to A flat major and although he finishes in this key, 

the soprano’s ad libitum bird-like melody ends the piece on a D natural, an added augmented 

fourth to the final A flat major chord [see Figure 13]. The effect of this ending (including the 

disappearance of the sopranos in performance as per Hamilton’s notes), creates the notion of 

the unknown – what will today bring? 
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Figure 13: Sunrise at Mangawhai: Hamilton: bars 62-67 
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CONDUCTOR’S REFLECTION – Sunrise at Mangawhai 

I chose this piece because I was drawn to the opening Maori chant-like melody as well 

as the inclusion of improvised sections, partly because I had not conducted a work using these 

techniques before. I believed that even though there would be moments in the piece which 

would stretch a small ensemble, the singers involved would be able to meet the challenge.   

As expected, the piece did serve up some challenges with the choir taking a few 

rehearsals to grasp the overall structure of the piece. This was largely caused by the improvised 

sections. These sections appear twice in the piece, and even with explanatory notes from David 

Hamilton in the preface to the score, there was still uncertainty from some of the singers. I feel 

I could have been more specific in what I wanted earlier in the rehearsal process and have learnt 

a good deal from this process. 

As well as the improvisatory sections at bars 18 and 46, there were a couple of harmonic 

moments that needed attention during the rehearsal process. The first of these occurs at bar 34, 

where an abrupt change of tonal centre after a pause from A flat to G flat had to be rehearsed 

more intensely. The choir enters one part at a time starting from the first sopranos and working 

downwards. This section never really felt settled for me, and for some reason, the move from 

a less rigorous timing (the ad libitum section) back to 4/4 time proved difficult for some singers 

who continued to enter a beat early even in the performance. Because of this, the choir felt a 

little on edge moving in to this section, and I would certainly like to have had more rehearsal 

time to work on this. 

The other harmonic moment is quite similar in that it arrives after a climactic moment of 

silence. The tonality at bar 50, before the cut-off, hovers around F minor, and the sopranos, 

altos and tenors sing a C major chord after the dramatic silence. This harmonic shift needed to 

be confident and it took some rehearsing for it to feel settled.  
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Once we had found a common goal with this piece, the connections between the sections 

started to feel settled and key moments Hamilton had written (e.g. bar 50 - improvised section 

with full choir crescendo releasing with a moment of silence) became energised and exciting 

to perform. This piece ended up being one of my favourite pieces to perform and I enjoyed 

bringing the text of the rising of the sun to life. 
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CASE STUDY - THE MOON IS DISTANT FROM THE SEA 

The Moon is Distant From the Sea was written in 1987 to a text by Emily Dickinson. 

Hamilton wrote the piece over the period of a few days while attending the 1987 National 

Summer School of Choral Conducting in Nelson. It is a relatively easy piece written for SSAB 

voicing and piano accompaniment due to the need for it to be rehearsed and performed within 

a couple of days and for it to be tailored to suit the group attending the summer school. A 

subsequent version for SSA voicing was made a week or so later and was used by Hamilton at 

another summer school. The piece is dedicated to Faye Dumont. 

The Moon is distant from the Sea 

And yet, with Amber Hands 

She leads Him – docile as a Boy 

Along appointed Sands 

 

He never misses a Degree 

Obedient to Her eye 

He comes just so far – toward the Town 

Just so far – goes away 

 

Oh, Signor, Thine, the Amber Hand 

And mine – the distant Sea 

Obedient to the least command 

Thine eye impose on me 60 

 

Emily Dickinson (387) 

 

A number of Hamilton’s musical fingerprints can be found in this piece including the use of 

motif, an accompaniment that adds to the texture and which has its own purpose and 

compositional devices such as staggered entries and imitation. And while this piece might not 

be considered an example of minimalism, it shares some techniques common in minimalist 

music. 

 
60 Emily Dickinson, “The Moon is Distant From the Sea”, Poetry Foundation, available from 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/52198/the-moon-is-distant-from-the-sea-387; accessed 15 February, 

2021.  
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The piano accompaniment in The Moon is Distant From the Sea plays an important part 

in the setting of the scene at the beginning of this piece. The acciaccatura notes followed by a 

single held note in the high register of the piano create an ethereal feel to the start of the piece 

while the staggered entries by the choir on the vowel ‘oo’ create a musical vision of the sea at 

night, under the moon. At bar 5, the accompaniment moves to continuous quaver patterns, with 

the interval of the consecutive open fifth and the bass pedal notes suggesting a sense of 

emptiness or space [see Figure 14]. 

The text of this piece “uses an extended metaphor about a relationship between a man 

and a woman, compared to the relationship between the moon and the sea.”61 The text is largely 

set syllabically throughout the piece and the prevailing texture is homophonic, apart from 

moments at the beginning of some phrases, when the voices enter successively, layering on top 

of one another.  

Following the structure of the poem, this piece is strophic with an introduction and coda 

to round out the piece and add some extended vocal techniques depicting the waves of the sea. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
61 Mariah Palmer, “The Moon is Distant From the Sea”, Pressbook: American Poetry and Poetics, 2018, 
available from https://poetrypoetics.pressbooks.com/chapter/the-moon-is-distant-from-the-sea/; accessed 24 
February 2021. 
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Figure 14: The Moon is Distant From the Sea: Hamilton: bars 1-6 

 

The first and second verses “represent the relationship with the woman, “She,” the Moon, 

who leads the Sea, “Him.””62 Hamilton uses the same rhythmic and melodic ideas for both of 

 
62Palmer, The Moon is Distant From the Sea. 
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these verses. The use of dotted notes (bar 11-12), triplets (bar 14) and syncopation created 

through the use of tied notes (bar 14 and 16), could be described as small motifs that recur 

throughout the piece, bringing about unity and familiarity and depicting the connection 

between the two lovers in this poem [see Figure 15]. The melodies in these first two verses, 

also seem to depict the moon’s gravitational pull on the sea tide, with ascending and then 

descending lines of melody (bar 26) [see Figure 16], consecutive ascending entries (bar 11) 

and large ascending then neighbouring descending intervals (bar 14) [see Figure 15]. The 

dynamics also add to the ebb and flow of the tide, with crescendo and diminuendo markings 

over some phrases (bars 13-15).  While mostly homophonic, the tonality of verse one sits 

around E minor with the relative major (G major) appearing at moments in the verse. Verse 

two (bar 19) shifts in to E flat major and C minor, only to shift back to E minor for the final 

verse. 

Figure 15: The Moon is Distant From the Sea: Hamilton: bars 10-18 
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Figure 16: The Moon is Distant From the Sea: Hamilton: bars 25-27 

 

In the text of the third verse, a shift occurs as “he becomes the “amber handed” Moon 

and She becomes the “distant” and “obedient” Sea.”63 A change in dynamic intensity can be 

seen in this verse and while much of the melodic and harmonic content is the same, there is an 

urgent feel, with Hamilton highlighting the text, the change of character, but still “their 

relationship remains to similarly amicable, agreeable, and harmonious.”64 

As mentioned earlier, the accompaniment plays an important role in this piece. Not only 

does it add to the harmonic structure, but the cross-rhythms, triplets (e.g. bar 11) [see Figure 

15] and syncopation (bars 28-30) add to the feeling of the undercurrent and movement of the 

sea [see Figure 17].   

 
63 Palmer, The Moon is Distant From the Sea. 
64 Palmer, The Moon is Distant From the Sea. 
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Figure 17: The Moon is Distant From the Sea: Hamilton: bars 28-30 

 

 

The use of successive perfect fifths in the piano accompaniment is a pattern that recurs 

throughout the piece. These descending patterns are tonally ambiguous and create a hollow 

pattern beneath the homophonic chords of the choir.  

The ending of the piece brings us back full circle, as we hear the vocalising of the 

crashing of the waves on the sand [see Figure 18]. As mentioned earlier, the relationship 

between the man and woman in the text, seems to end harmoniously and amicably, with the 

waves eventually dying out. 
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Figure 18: The Moon is Distant From the Sea: Hamilton: bars 43-47 
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 CONDUCTOR’S REFLECTION – The Moon is Distant From the Sea 

The Moon is Distant From the Sea, which is voiced for first and second soprano, alto and 

baritone, was included in the repertoire for my Masters examination recital as it had been 

performed a number of times at The Big Sing Auckland Regional and The Big Sing Finale. This 

piece is also an example of a mixed-choir work that is accessible for singers with limited vocal 

and musical experience and the fact that it is written for baritone, rather than tenor and bass, 

also implies that it can be performed by ensembles with limited numbers of male voices.  

The chamber choir found this piece generally easy to put together, however, direction 

from the conductor was needed for shaping of dynamics and treatment of rhythms, including 

triplets. Because the piece is largely homophonic, there were times that I needed to be very 

clear with my conducting pattern as the rhythm of the choir is often different to that of the 

piano accompaniment, and a strong sense of internal pulse is needed. A good illustration of this 

can be seen at bar 11, where the accompaniment has triplets underneath the staggered entry of 

quaver beats of the choir. It is important to have an accomplished accompanist when 

performing this piece; any lack of precision can have a destabilising effect on the choir’s 

performance. I had a rehearsal accompanist during this process who had not looked at the scores 

before the rehearsal and this was painfully obvious in the more challenging  sections.  This 

definitely hindered the rehearsal of this piece and I was not able to give much time to it at that 

specific rehearsal. As it was only a couple of weeks before the performance, I asked another 

accompanist, who I had worked with on many occasions, to step in. At the beginning of the 

performance when the choir entered, the accompanist jumped ahead by a beat and I had to take 

immediate action to ensure control of the performance. Because of the expertise of the singers 

in the chamber choir, they were able to read my direction (eye contact and strong steady beat) 

and we slotted back in together. While there were moments in the piece that I had hoped would 
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come across a little differently (more dynamic contrast in some sections, more vertical line at 

times) the performance was well-received.  
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CASE STUDY - I HAVE A DOZEN DRAGONS 

I Have a Dozen Dragons, was written in 1996 and is a setting of a poem from Jack 

Prelutsky’s collection “The Dragons are Singing Tonight”65. It follows a cycle, with text from 

the same collection, for mixed-voice choir and brass band, and a couple of other settings more 

suited to school choirs.66 This is a fun, short piece telling the story of a child who owns a dozen 

tiny dragons. We hear about what they get up to on the weekends and when they go out. This 

piece was written for the choirs of the Junior School at Diocesan School for Girls.  

I have a dozen dragons 

I bought them at the mall. 

I keep them in my closet, 

It’s fortunate they’re small. 

Their horns are red and silver, 

Their scales are green and gold, 

All of them are beautiful, 

And all of them are bold. 

They eat vanilla ice-cream, 

And pickles mixed with ink, 

Then run around the kitchen 

And jump into the sink, 

They splash about the basin 

And flap their silver wings, 

While breathing tiny fires 

That never burn a thing. 

When we go out on weekends 

And stroll around the block, 

The neighbours stare in wonder, 

They seem to be in shock. 

I may not have a puppy, 

 A kitten or a bird, 

But I’m the only one I know 

Who has a dragon herd. 

Jack Prelutsky67 

 

 
65 The Dragons are Singing Tonight is a book of poems by American author Jack Prelutsky. The poems bring to 

life all sorts of dragons, from the large to the small, from the ferocious to the technological. It was published in 

August 1998. “The Dragons are Singing Tonight”, Goodreads, available from 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/203206.The_Dragons_are_Singing_Tonight; accessed on 18 February 

2021. 
66 Hamilton, I Have a Dozen Dragons, 1996. 
67 Hamilton, I Have a Dozen Dragons, 1996. 
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This is a fast, up-beat piece with an ‘oompah’ type accompaniment creating momentum 

from the very first note. Hamilton is adept at writing melodic and rhythmic themes that are 

tuneful and singable for younger singers and we see an example of this in bars 4 – 7 of the alto 

line on the first page. This theme is seen again in the soprano line in bars 8 – 11 and then 

consistently throughout the piece [see Figure 19].  

Figure 19: I Have a Dozen Dragons: Hamilton: bars 4-11 

 

Hamilton utilises fragments of the theme in bars 12-14 before finishing the first verse 

with a unison melodic line. This verse has set the scene for the rest of the piece, and we see 

versions of the theme used throughout. Hamilton does create change in the second and third 

verses by creating a canon effect with the theme [see Figure 20] and adding a simple harmony 
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in the soprano line (bars 29 – 31) [see Figure 21]. Treatment of the motif continues in a similar 

vein for the rest of the piece. 

Figure 20: I Have a Dozen Dragons: Hamilton: bars 19-22 

  

Figure 21: I Have a Dozen Dragons: Hamilton: bars 29-31 

 

One rhythmic characteristic that Hamilton uses extensively in his compositions, is the 

use of syncopation or rhythmic displacement - the use of dotted notes and ties over the bar line 

or in the middle of the bar. An example of this can be seen from bar 5-6 [see Figure 19].  

The predominantly diatonic harmonic structure of I Have a Dozen Dragons, stays close 

to the key of D major; however, occasional added major and minor 7ths and 9ths add a degree of 

piquancy to the harmony which otherwise consists largely of  tonic, subdominant and dominant 
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chords of the key. Modulation is a common feature of Hamilton’s musical style and we see this 

being utilised before the third verse.  

The treatment of the text in I Have a Dozen Dragons, is syllabic with the initial melodic 

motif playing an important role throughout the piece. The form of this piece is strophic, and 

this is linked to the three verses of the poem. As mentioned earlier, the third verse modulates 

up a semitone and a flute accompaniment is also added in this verse.   
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CONDUCTOR’S REFLECTION – I Have a Dozen Dragons 

I Have a Dozen Dragons is a piece that I perform regularly with choirs, especially when 

I am starting with a new ensemble. This is one of the pieces that influenced my choice of topic 

for this thesis, as it is one of only a few New Zealand pieces that I have come across so far, that 

work well with young ensembles or new singers. I have always found that the singers can grasp 

the melody, most harmonies and the general concept of the piece after only a few rehearsals. 

This gives them such a boost of confidence which is the exact effect we want as conductors – 

helping the students to build a love of singing together. In this case, as in others, the success of 

the piece is attributable in large part to Hamilton’s choral writing and his understanding of the 

elements needed to write an appropriate piece for young singers. The motifs are simple yet 

have the right amount of rhythmic challenge, and the text is fun.  

The inclusion of this piece in my recital repertoire was to highlight these qualities and, 

as with other choirs I have worked with, Con Brio enjoyed performing the piece. There are 

always a few moments which need more attention than others and rehearsing with Con Brio 

was no exception. The first of these occurs at bar 23, where the altos have their first moment 

of singing harmony against the soprano melody. These three notes are different to what they 

have previously sung, therefore needing some rehearsal. This happens again in bar 27 and later 

on in the piece. Another moment occurs in bars 29-33, where the sopranos take up the harmony 

and have a completely new melodic idea. The chromaticism of the melody always proves to be 

rather difficult to grasp and pitching the first note of bar 29 (C natural) is also a moment that 

needs a lot of attention. 

The inclusion of the flute accompaniment definitely added an extra dimension to the 

piece. However it was not without its dramas as the original flautist ended up in hospital the 
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morning of the recital. A few phone calls later and we had a wonderful replacement, but it 

definitely did not help the nerves!  

I did not spend too much rehearsal time on this piece as it came together quite quickly 

and the choir seemed confident with the harmonies and overall performance of the piece. It 

was helpful to have a piece like this as it meant we could spend more time on other pieces that 

needed a greater amount of rehearsal. I was happy with the performance on the day, my only 

criticism is that the children needed to be more energised throughout the performance, but on 

the whole, they did very well.  
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CASE STUDY - THE MECHANICAL DRAGON 

David Hamilton’s piece, The Mechanical Dragon was written for Elise Bradley and the 

choirs of Westlake Girls High School in 1996. It is voiced for two sopranos and alto with an 

accompaniment for piano and ‘noise-makers’.  

The Jack Prelutsky poem is from his book The Dragons are Singing Tonight and 

according to Hamilton,  

“the work incorporates the sounds a mechanical dragon might make, and includes parts 

for metal and wooden ‘noise-makers’. As the words of the poem suggest, the resulting 

contraption is not completely successful but at least the poet can boast that “…I made 

it myself with my hands”!”.68 

I made a mechanical dragon 

Of bottle-tops, hinges and strings, 

Of thrown-away clocks and unmendable socks, 

Of hangers and worn innersprings. 

I built it of cardboard and plastic, 

Of doorknobs and cables and corks, 

Of spools and balloons and unusable spoons, 

And rusty old hinges and forks. 

It’s quite an unusual dragon, 

It rolls on irregular wheels, 

It clatters and creaks and it rattles and squeaks, 

And when it tips over, it squeals. 

I’ve tried to control its manoeuvres, 

It fails to obey my commands, 

It bumps into walls till it totters and falls -  

I made it myself with my hands! 

Jack Prelutsky 69 

 

  

 
68 David Hamilton, The Mechanical Dragon, 1996. 
69 Hamilton, The Mechanical Dragon. 
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At the start of the piece, Hamilton has added ‘blip’ and ‘beep’ choir sounds to create an 

atmosphere of invention and creation [see Figure 22]. These rhythms return between the verses 

in bars 31 - 33 and again at the end of the piece in 67 – 68. These repetitive rhythms tie the 

piece together and remind the audience of the setting of the piece – a creative space. The singers 

also enjoy making the noises and becoming part of the dragon itself. In the notes of the score, 

Hamilton writes  

“the ‘blip’ and ‘beep’ choir sounds should be short (regardless of whether the notes 

appear as a crotchet or a quaver). The three pitch levels should be noted, although the 

prevailing pitch for these sounds should be quite high (like an electronic ‘blip’). The 

“mm” sound should be very emphatic and more like a grunt.” 

Figure 22: The Mechanical Dragon: Hamilton: bars 1-3 

 

The introduction of the first line of text is in unison and this syllabic melody sets the 

scene for the piece. A syncopated rhythmic motif starting at bar 20 of quavers, tied quavers 

and crotchets is used throughout this piece to depict the unbalanced or ‘wonky’ creation [see 
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Figure 23]. This motif features extensively throughout the piece with a second rhythmic motif 

introduced at bar 25 [see Figure 24]. This motif is similar to the first in that it also ties a beat 

over the middle of the 4/4 bar creating a change of the division of notes in the bar. While a 

normal quaver division of the bar in 4/4 time is 2+2+2+2, here we see a division of 3+3+2. 

These syncopated motifs set the scene and support the text and its explanation of what items 

(old parts and all) have contributed to the creation of this ‘mechanical dragon’. 

Figure 23: I Have a Dozen Dragons: Hamilton: bars 20-22
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Figure 24: I Have a Dozen Dragons: Hamilton: bars 23-25 

 

Hamilton aligns his musical writing with the text at a few key areas, adding to the interest 

of the piece. The first is when the text mentions that the dragon ‘rolls on irregular wheels’ and 

Hamilton inserts a 10/8 bar [see Figure 25].  

Figure 25: I Have a Dozen Dragons: Hamilton: bars 41-43 

 

A poly-rhythm is featured in the piano accompaniment in bar 24, creating an ‘irregular 

moment’ in the middle of a piece in common time [see Figure 24]. Another example of bringing 
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the text to life is where Hamilton writes a solo voice squeal in bar 46 just after it is described 

in the text [see Figure 26].  

Figure 26: I Have a Dozen Dragons: Hamilton: bars 46 

 

At bar 52, another time signature change to 7/8 time, cleverly describes the moment the 

mechanical dragon “bumps in to walls” by repeating three bars in 7/8 time before it rights itself 

and continues on its way in bar 54 [see Figure 27].  

Figure 27: I Have a Dozen Dragons: Hamilton: bars 50-52
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The form of this piece is strophic and the accompaniment plays an important part in the 

piece by creating a thick chordal texture. The syncopated off-beat pattern of the 

accompaniment gives the piece forward momentum and there are moments of Hamilton’s 

characteristic ‘tie over the bar’ rhythmic cell. It can also be found in the voice parts as well.  

While largely diatonic, The Mechanical Dragon has moments of chromaticism as well 

as Hamilton’s hallmark modulation in bar 37. The last section (starting at bar 59) moves 

chromatically through a series of keys and the addition of cluster chords in the accompaniment 

and a build of dynamics create a ‘Jekyll and Hyde-esk’ type of inventor ‘crazy laugh – look at 

me’ ending to the piece. We do however finish in the written key signature with a G major 

piano chord as the mechanical dragon seems to collapse around us (all metal items dropped 

noisily by the percussionists). This is a clever piece that is accessible to both performers and 

audience. 
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CONDUCTOR’S REFLECTION – The Mechanical Dragon 

The Mechanical Dragon is such a memorable piece. Whenever the name David Hamilton 

comes up, someone invariably mentions ‘that dragon piece with the percussion!’. I had the 

privilege of being a student at Westlake Girls High School when Hamilton wrote this piece for 

Elise Bradley and sang its New Zealand premiere with En Masse choir. I do not think I realised 

at the time that we were the first to perform the piece and that it had been specifically written 

for us, but I do remember performing it at The Big Sing Finale in Wellington in 1996. I also 

remember initially thinking that it was quite difficult in places (the change to 10/8 in bar 42, 

the 7/8 bars (bars 52-53) and the chromatic ascending scales of the last section (bars 59-66)) 

and interestingly, these are still the moments of the piece that need the most attention when 

rehearsing it with the choir. 

As I noted earlier in the thesis, the Level 3 Covid-19 August lockdown for Auckland 

interrupted Con Brio’s rehearsal schedule. The lockdown was lifted three weeks later, but 

gatherings were limited, so we had only a couple of full choir rehearsals before the school 

holidays and then limited rehearsals before the recital. This piece could have benefitted from a 

few extra rehearsals, especially in the areas mentioned above, however the singers did their 

best and I was very pleased with the end result. 

One important element of the piece is the ‘rhythm section’, the piano accompaniment 

and percussion (horn, wood percussion and two metal ‘percussion instruments’). All three of 

the accompanists I had for the recital are exceptional musicians. This kind of experience cannot 

be overlooked as it means as a conductor that you feel confident knowing that they will stay 

with you no matter what. That support was very much appreciated and the flair of the 

percussionists (along with the extra unintentional toot of the car horn as it was placed under 

the performer’s arm) made for an epic performance. 
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CASE STUDY - A SONG OF RUTH 

Another piece for children or youth choir (originally set for SAB choir) that displays 

Hamilton’s skill in exploiting the atmosphere of a text is A Song of Ruth. This piece, written in 

1991 (originally for SAB voicing but also adapted for SSA voices) is a short anthem which 

takes its text from the Old Testament book of Ruth. “It is a statement of devotion and loyalty, 

and I have used the lines ‘Your people shall be my people and your God my God’ as a refrain. 

To the Biblical text I have added a concluding ‘Amen’”.70 

Entreat me not to leave you 

or to return from following you, 

For where you go I will go 

and where you lodge I will lodge; 

Your people shall be my people and your God my God. 

 

For where you die I will die 

and I will be buried there, 

May the Lord do so to me 

and more also if even death parts me from you. 

Your people shall be my people and your God my God. 

Amen 

Ruth 1:16-17 

 

Hamilton’s treatment of the text for each of the four verses is quite similar, however a 

small rhythmic, melodic or harmonic change to emphasise certain phrases of text or important 

words, can be seen in each verse. The rhythm of verse 1’s melody is simple and with a tempo 

of 80bpm, it sets a steady and calm atmosphere to the start of the piece. The text of verse 2, the 

shift to the first person and with the text I will go, demands more intense musical treatment and 

emphasis of the word ‘I’ on the first beat of the bar, along with a change of rhythm from 

crotchets to quavers, indicates that this is an important phrase (which it is, in the story of Ruth).  

 
70 Hamilton, A Song of Ruth, 1991. 
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The chorus declares the text ‘your people shall be my people and your God, my God’, which is 

an important line for the story. The inclusion of a triplet in the vocal lines as well as the parts 

having staggered entries adds to the emphatic statement that Ruth is making in the text [see 

Figure 28].  

Figure 28: A Song of Ruth: Hamilton: bars 34-39

 

 

The melodic motif employed at the beginning of the work, occurs frequently and in 

various forms throughout the piece. The upward leap of a perfect fourth, followed by a 

downward step of a semitone (or tone) and then and upward leap of a minor sixth (or in some 

cases a perfect fifth) can be seen in a variety of ways, but it is almost always used at the 

beginning of a line of text or a phrase. You can see examples of this melodic motif in bars 9 

and 12 [see Figure 29], again at bars 23 and 26 [see Figure 30] and so on. This haunting melodic 

motif becomes a familiar connection to the introduction of new text. 
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Figure 29: A Song of Ruth: Hamilton: bars 1-13

  

Figure 30: A Song of Ruth: Hamilton: bars 23-26 

 

The overall harmonic structure of A Song of Ruth is diatonic and in the key of F Major. 

Hamilton introduces an E flat at bar 12 and an A flat at bar 13 creating a shift in to C minor 

[see Figure 29] but it returns to F major by the end of the verse in bar 19. Again, the introduction 

of an accidental moves the second verse from F major in to B flat major, with a return to F 
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major once again at the end of the verse. This continues to occur throughout the piece and it 

seems Hamilton is employing the feature of a tonal centre in this piece. While F major is the 

tonal centre and the piece always comes back to this key, he is able, through the introduction 

of accidentals, to hover in another key for a few bars before returning. 
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CONDUCTOR’S REFLECTION – A Song of Ruth 

A Song of Ruth is a very moving work and as a high school student, I do not think I fully 

understood the meaning of the text. This is another piece I performed as a student at Westlake 

Girls High School and I remember it being rather beautiful. As an adult, I now know the story 

of Ruth from the Bible and her story is one of obedience, service and love.  

Hamilton’s setting of the text from the Book of Ruth is sensitive and shows the love Ruth has 

for her mother-in-law. The idea that Ruth would give up her life for her mother-in-law, by 

forgoing the opportunity to find another husband (after the death of her first husband) is hard 

to imagine as in those days, not having a spouse meant that you would be effectively 

condemned to a life of poverty. It was hard to convey this to a young choir, and although I had 

some high school students in Con Brio, many were below the age of twelve. I am not sure they 

could grasp the idea of love and service in the text, and although the music reinforces the text 

by repeating key lines, it still went over the heads of some children. This does remove a layer 

of performance that one can only get from understanding the text.  

I included this piece as it is probably most appropriate for high school choirs. The level 

of writing of A Song of Ruth enables it to be performed by choirs of limited musical and vocal 

experience as well as those who are more advanced in those areas.  

While it was initially an easy piece to learn, the similarities between the verses were the 

downfall of the choir. The changes are quite small for example the change from a dotted minim 

and crotchet in the second soprano part of bar 13 to two minim notes in bar 27 (the same 

moment in the next verse). Another is the change of harmony for the alto parts between verses. 

Verses 1 and 3 are the same, and verses 2 and 4 are the same. So the constant changing of the 

harmony line with essentially the same vertical harmonies from the other parts and 
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accompaniment happening around it, meant that the altos had to make sure they knew which 

verse they were singing.  

Another aspect that needed attention was the text. As each verse is rather similar, the text 

is easy to muddle up and the choir had to really work on this aspect.  

Overall, for a choir of young singers, some of whom did not really understand the 

underlying idea of this piece, the performance was very moving and I received positive 

comments about it which was nice to hear. 
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CONCLUSION 

The purpose behind this thesis was to explore why David Hamilton’s works have proved 

so successful with choirs in New Zealand and to discuss some of their more notable 

characteristics of style as well as the evidence they offer of his experience of working with 

vocal ensembles of many kinds. This was demonstrated through a series of short case studies 

of works performed as part of my MMus recital.  

Hamilton uses motifs and themes extensively throughout his compositions. In pieces 

written for children’s choirs, these motifs and themes are rhythmically and melodically simpler 

than those employed in his more difficult pieces and those written for mixed-voice chamber 

choirs. Nonetheless, even in the pieces written for children’s choir, Hamilton’s treatment of 

these compositional techniques can vary considerably. In I Have a Dozen Dragons, for 

example, the theme, which is three bars long, is introduced in one voice part and then repeated 

(in nearly the exact same form) in another. Hamilton then takes fragments of the theme, again 

introducing one part then the other, before ending with a unison melody. This piece is one of 

Hamilton’s simpler pieces for children’s choir and it is obvious by the end of the piece that the 

recurrence of treatment of the theme in its various forms allows the singers to be familiar with 

the musical core of the entire piece.  

The Mechanical Dragon uses a range of melodic and rhythmic motifs which form the 

kernel of the piece. Hamilton announces the motif in unison before using it in three-part 

harmony. He also introduces a second motif which he modifies slightly later on in the piece to 

accommodate a time signature change. These treatments of the motif are more advanced than 

those employed in I Have a Dozen Dragons and are consistent with a piece that was conceived 

for a choir with more developed vocal and musical skills. 
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While the motifs in the third case study, A Song of Ruth, are not particularly difficult, the 

large melodic range and intervals, coupled with three-part harmony and occasional subtle 

motivic changes, put it somewhat on par with A Mechanical Dragon in terms of the level of 

ability needed for performance. Another important factor to consider in this piece is the slower 

tempo that requires the singers to be able to sing long, sustained phrases.  

Hamilton’s use of motif in pieces for mixed-voice chamber choirs is similar to that 

discussed above but it is more sophisticated. The opening of Sunrise at Mangawhai provides 

an excellent example of this more sophisticated approach where the first three notes of the 

introductory Maori chant-like melody has a readily identifiable rhythmic profile which is used 

three times in the initial melody and whenever the chant returns (bars 7-14 and bars 54-63).  

The Moon is Silently Singing has minimalist characteristics and features the use of triplets and 

a rhythmic cell which we see from the very start of the work71 which is used extensively 

throughout the piece. The triplet is also a rhythmic feature of this piece and Hamilton uses it 

extensively in the section starting in bar 107 with the text sombras que sueñan. The triplet is 

also featured in The Moon is Distant From the Sea both in the choral parts and the piano 

accompaniment. 

So what we can see from the pieces discussed, is that Hamilton’s use of the motif and 

theme varies depending on the ensemble he is writing for. For children’s choirs or ensembles 

whose singers have limited vocal and musical ability, the theme or motif is plain to see and he 

uses those ideas throughout the piece, sometimes fragmented. He recognises that familiarity 

with a melodic line is key for these young, inexperienced and new singers. For ensembles with 

more musical experience and technical ability, Hamilton has the opportunity to be more 

inventive with the way he treats the motif, and we find that rather than employing a theme or 

 

71   
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motif throughout a piece, he takes rhythmic and melodic motifs (often influenced by the text) 

and weaves them into his overall conception of the piece. 

Hamilton’s harmonic language is based around the use of a tonal centre. Some pieces are 

more diatonic than others but you will find that even those pieces include chromatically 

inflected passing chords some of which seem influenced by jazz or pop traditions even if 

Hamilton himself is reluctant to acknowledge these influences. While the children’s choir 

pieces are largely diatonic, his use of the piano accompaniment to add chromatic notes and 

passing chords underneath a generally simple and diatonic melody line is at times beguiling. 

The pieces have harmonic flair while still supporting the melody of the young singers and the 

accompaniment adds an extra layer to the texture that serves to animate the music. Excellent 

examples of this can be seen in bars 44-50 of I Have a Dozen Dragons and bars 25-28 of The 

Mechanical Dragon. Invariably there is a modulation in the pieces Hamilton writes for 

children’s choir. This allows material to be repeated (a feature that is well-received by singers 

and conductors of young singers) while avoiding the risk of the material outstaying its welcome 

with the audience. Such an example can be seen in bar 35 of I Have a Dozen Dragons.   

The idea of a tonal centre is also prominent in his pieces for mixed-voice chamber choir. 

The key signature of the piece is often there for reference but the tonal trajectory of the piece 

does not always conform to traditional notions of tonal hierarchies and in particular, the central 

importance of the tonic-dominant relationship. In The Moon is Silently Singing the key 

signature points us towards G minor, but the tonality itself is subverted by the early appearance 

of E flat major and B flat major harmonies. This harmonic rhythm in this piece is generally 

slow-moving but there are sections where, like the children’s choir accompaniment, the 

harmonies are enlivened by the introduction of 7th, 9th and diminished chords. The use of the 

relative major/minor also features in works for mixed-choir. 
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Ultimately, Hamilton has very effective harmonic structures which vary depending on 

for whom he is tailoring the piece. The children’s choir works feature a supportive, yet 

interesting harmonic structure, mostly found in the piano accompaniment and involving a 

modulation, while the pieces for mixed-voice chamber choir generally have a tonal centre to 

which the music returns at important structural moments in the piece.  

Choice of text is an area in which David Hamilton excels. He spends a lot of time 

searching for the right text and as was noted earlier in the thesis, he is a champion of using 

texts by New Zealand poets. Text choice for children’s choirs is important as it needs to be 

age-appropriate but still be engaging and Hamilton’s use of many Jack Prelutsky texts has been 

very successful. Prelutsky’s poems are quirky, fun and often take the children outside of what 

is going on in their daily lives. The children enjoy singing the pieces he sets to Prelutsky’s texts 

and get excited to hear that there is another ‘dragon’ piece to sing! 

Hamilton also chooses excellent texts for mixed-voice chamber choirs and it is his setting 

of those texts to music that really brings them to life. This is unsurprising given that he himself 

has noted that he has to be able to see musical ideas come from any text before he will choose 

it.  

Hamilton’s treatment of the text is generally syllabic and as such the text has a strong 

influence on the rhythm. This approach is consistent across all his choral works irrespective of 

the intended type of ensemble. The structure of the text also has a strong bearing on the musical 

setting.   

The children’s choir works are generally strophic in form although they might include 

short connecting sections such as the ‘blips and beeps’ section in The Mechanical Dragon (bars 

1 and 31). 
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The pieces written for mixed-voice chamber choir are similarly text-centric in structure, 

however as Hamilton often employs minimalist compositional techniques in these pieces, the 

structure is not always obviously strophic. The Moon is Silently Singing, which has minimalist 

features, has four sections that link to the text but are not strophic as the text is fragmented. 

Sunrise at Mangawhai uses a short text and while Hamilton generally moves through the text 

from beginning to end, some lines are repeated and there are also small fragments of the text 

used at different moments during the piece. The Moon is Distant From the Sea is an example 

of a strophic piece which like The Mechanical Dragon, has a connecting section - the sound of 

the waves, that opens and closes the piece. 

Extended vocal techniques feature more extensively in works written for choirs with 

greater experience and technical ability. The use of whispering, quasi-improvisation, ad libitum 

sections, glissando and humming can be found in the three case-study pieces for mixed-voice 

chamber choir, but only a couple of examples for children’s choir can be found in The 

Mechanical Dragon. This indicates that Hamilton believes these vocal techniques are better 

suited for choirs with more vocal ability, although he does use a limited number of techniques 

in some children’s choir repertoire. 

In conclusion, Hamilton treats the structural and expressive elements of his compositions 

differently to tailor the music for the ensembles he is writing for. For children’s choirs or choirs 

with singers of limited vocal and musical ability, he simplifies these elements in the vocal lines 

and instead uses the accompaniment to create any extra texture or expressive nuance he 

believes is necessary to realize his setting of the text. Similarly, for mixed-voice choirs or choirs 

with singers of more advanced vocal and musical ability, Hamilton challenges the ensemble by 

using more complex harmonic structures, varying textures within the piece, using extended 

vocal techniques, employing minimalist characteristics, creating sophisticated rhythms using 
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motifs and rhythmic cells. These pieces are frequently unaccompanied which means the singers 

alone have to realize the musical and poetic conception of the piece.  

David Hamilton is an icon in the choral scene of New Zealand. His works are 

sophisticated, versatile, melodious, challenging and harmonically and aurally accessible. He 

remains active as a composer and his distinctive voice will continue to be heard both here in 

New Zealand and overseas for many years to come. 
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APPENDIX 1 

 

REPERTOIRE PERFORMED AT MMUS CONDUCTING EXAMINATION RECITAL 

 

Con Brio Choir 

Hamilton, D - Floradora Doe 

Hamilton, D - In a Glorious Garden Green 

Hamilton, D - Ave Maria 

Hamilton, D - A Song of Ruth 

Hamilton, D - I Have a Dozen Dragons 

Hamilton, D - The Mechanical Dragon 

 

Mixed-voice Chamber Choir 

Hamilton, D – May the Road Rise to Meet You 

Hamilton, D – The Moon is Distant from the Sea 

Hamilton, D – The Moon is Silently Singing 

Hamilton, D – Walk You In the Light 

Hamilton, D – Shine Out, Fair Sun 

Hamilton, D – Sunrise at Mangawhai 

Hamilton, D – Calibans’ Song 

Hamilton, D – There is a Solemn Wind Tonight 

Hamilton, D – Hine e Hine 
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APPENDIX 2 

 

DICTATION OF DISCUSSION WITH DAVID HAMILTON 

Meeting day – Wednesday 30th December   

Location – Coffee and Tea Lovers Café, Mt Eden, Auckland                                   

 

Vanessa: When you were at University, I am wondering about the influence of Douglas 

Mews & John Rimmer? Composition lecturers. Do you think that they had quite an 

influence on you in your composition style or was it the time at Uni? 

David: Both of them were happy for me to pursue things I was interested in. We were set 

weekly or fortnightly tasks and tutorials. John’s influence probably opened me up to a whole 

lot of music I didn’t know and I had Douglas for his first and second year composition. Then 

John for 3rd year and he was my supervisor for Masters in composition. I came to university 

with very limited knowledge of much music, having come from Taupo and thinking Bartok 

was still pretty way out, modern. Under the old syllabus for UE we did one set work Bartok 

Piano Concerto No. 3. When I first heard it I thought it was way out but by the end of the year 

I actually loved the work. I didn’t do composition in my first year of University, I was actually 

doing an Arts degree. Music, Geography, Maths and French – 2 papers in each which gave me 

a years experiment anyway. Looking and listening to things trying to work out what the strange 

pieces were. 

I guess Douglas had reasonable influence in terms of choral music as he was a choral writer 

and John not so much, although he did one really stunning work for the Dorian Choir when I 

as at University, but he really wasn’t an active choral person at all. The other influence 

obviously was Peter Godfrey and the fact I got singing in choirs. In those days there was the 
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old University Choral Society, it was a big choir which met two lunch times a week, and we 

did big repertoire. The first thing I sang at University was the Verdi Requiem and I decided: oh 

I like this. In terms of my involvement in choral music it was probably that that was the key 

thing. We were expected to sing in a choir. If you were doing music you were expected to be 

either in the auditioned choir University Singers or you came to the lunchtime rehearsals. There 

were staff and students, it was a big group and there were some very good musicians in there, 

particularly quite a few staff came from around the university. It was in the days when there 

was a common lunchtime for everybody. It was kind of that experience of singing in a choir, 

that I felt I really liked this.  

Vanessa: Had you sung in a choir at school? 

David: At primary school we sang in a festival a couple of times but that was about it. There 

was virtually no music at Taupo College. I did 6th & 7th form through correspondence school. 

It was that kind of experience I had at University. I hadn’t heard an orchestra live until I came 

to university. So in terms of the whole choral thing and getting involved in choral composition, 

Peter Godfrey was as much an influence as anybody else. I ended up writing one or two little 

things that he performed. Each year they did a kind of end of year carol service/advent thing in 

November. He used the University Singers but some people disappeared and he roped some 

others in. I wrote a couple of things for those that he performed to perform. There was 

something I had written that he was interested in performing which I didn’t feel was a 

particularly good piece, so I said ‘How about I write something?” for the University Singers 

for their tour in 79 and that was Lux Aeterna.  

Vanessa: You wrote Lux Aeterna for them?   

David: Yes, basically over a weekend. So they took that on tour. 
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Vanessa: So you weren’t in Uni Singers at that time? 

David: No, I was in Uni Singers for about 1 term in my second year.  But I was doing 9 papers 

that year and in those years the papers ran the full year. So I pulled out and stuck with the 

University Choral Society right through. 

I got to like that big choir repertoire. I did the Verdi twice and did the Britten War Requiem, 

but often what Peter Godfrey would do was put the Dorian Choir with us as well and we would 

do things with the forerunner of the APO, The Symphonia of Auckland almost like Auckland’s 

other big choir. 

Auckland Choral Society would do their own thing but the Symphonia often used Peter 

Godfrey’s combined choirs as a big choir – Brahms Requiem, War Requiem. There would often 

be a major work each term with a three term year, and then in the third term a slightly more 

low key concert usually over in the Holy Trinity Cathedral. Even then we did some wonderful 

things like Dona Nobis Pacem from the Bach B minor Mass and Vaughan Williams Five 

Mystical Songs. It was really good solid repertoire, and I think it was that love of singing that 

repertoire that got me into writing and I found that I really enjoyed setting texts and writing 

choral music.   

For the first youth choir tour in 1982 they commissioned a work from me so we took Lux 

Aeterna and the Stabat Mater on tour. So it was kind of that sort of thing that go me involved, 

and then of course, once I went off teaching it was like I’d sung in choirs therefore I should 

conduct them. For a lot of us of that vintage, i.e. John Rosser and myself and Shona McIntyre 

Bull, whole heap of us that went into teaching, Peter Godfrey was our model. We’d sung under 

him. We modelled ourselves on what we had been watching for years.   

In terms of Douglas and John, the biggest thing was simply they were happy for me to choose 

the things that I was keen to do. There is still a problem in the University. There was precious 
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little teaching of how to write effectively for choirs. Douglas was somewhat of a choral writer 

as he was Director of music at St Patrick’s Cathedral. But in terms of actually teaching us a lot 

about effective writing for choirs there was very little. I think in part, that’s probably why there 

still aren’t a lot of NZ composers writing a lot for choirs. Because it’s not actively taught.  

I’ve been in the interesting position this year of adjudicating the BIG SING composition section 

and I’ve also been adjudicator for the new Choirs Aotearoa competition alongside David Squire 

and Karen Grylls. Fortunately, I decided I wasn’t going to bother entering the competition 

although having seen the quality of the entrants….! Interestingly, the open category was a bit 

depressing, but the under 25 category, there was some good pieces. The top end of the BIG 

SING, there was (sic) several really, really nice pieces and the winning work for the BIG SING 

would be a piece I would say yeah I would be really happy to perform with a school group. I 

think we ended up giving her one of the Highly commended in the national competition. You 

looked at some of the other pieces in the open category and thought there’s a lot of fundamental 

problems in those pieces, one or two were incredibly difficult in terms of pitching, you were 

dealing with voices, with people who don’t have an instrument, you just press the button and 

there’s the note. Some strange spacing and layout. So I think that is a problem.  

I guess I discovered that I enjoyed both the active choral singing and then enjoyed writing for 

choirs early on. It just snowballed from there. The Lux Aeterna and Stabat Mater in 82, and 

one of the Christchurch choirs commissioned something around that time. Then Auckland 

Choral commissioned Te Deum in 86. I was starting to get noticed for choral works and I had 

started doing a bit of writing for schools as well. I started teaching in 81 at Epsom Girls. It was 

almost by default in terms of the school stuff and partly because I got involved in choirs.   

Sometimes a really good case for making people do something as it’s good for them. 

Unfortunately lost a bit of that in the education system. If we hadn’t been expected to sing in a 

choir I don’t think I would have done that. But when you are expected to come along for two 
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lunchtimes and being a very compliant first year student. I discovered I really enjoyed this. I 

didn’t have a good sense of pitch if you put me beside someone else doing a different part. I 

remember being in a rehearsal quite late in the process and sitting on the edge the basses with 

an alto next to me. Simply because I hadn’t had the background. People like you (Vanessa) and 

kids at Westlake who have probably been singing since they were younger are used to singing 

their part with someone else beside them. It’s a skill like anything else. I look very enviously 

at these kids, they get to premier these new works and sing some interesting and challenging 

repertoire. I had nothing like that in my day. 

We found the same with Epsom Girls, with the orchestra, you take them to an event somewhere 

else and they suddenly go: “our orchestra is really good isn’t it”. They expected every school 

orchestra was that good.   

Like any skill you have got to work at it, and there was a lot of rubbish I wrote at various times 

and stuff that just wouldn’t work but you need to go through that process and produce the 

rubbish and every now and then something clicks and oh yeah that’s working really well. You 

can only really do that by having the music performed. That’s what really does benefit you the 

most. That’s one of the good things about competitions is that you get a performance out of it.  

The money is nice but you are going to get it performed and you are going to learn from that 

experience. Certainly with this national competition quite a few composers could learn from 

the experience.   

Vanessa:  Are they going to get something performed? 

No, unfortunately, they’ll perform the winning works of each category but what I did I wrote 

some detailed comments on each piece on an excel spreadsheet, I wasn’t sure if it was to remind 

us of what the piece is like or whether they wanted feedback. I wrote several lines on each 

piece and I also wrote a separate piece of general comments for everybody which proved very 
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valuable and would be sent out to all composers, and I did something similar for the BIG SING 

as well, I did a general comment sheet. Last year, Cheryl Camm did the BIG SING and she 

wrote incredibly detailed comments. I tried to write something reasonably detailed for the kids 

under various headings and I followed more or less the layout Cheryl used. It is incredibly 

valuable they do get feedback. And the other feedback that is always useful is not just giving a 

first place, but this is the best one but these four or five are highly commended, or you may 

give a second and third and some highly commendeds. In the BIG SING I gave a first, second 

equal and then two highly commendeds and two commendeds or something like that.  

And I pushed the same thing for the national competition. Whether we give a first, second third 

or at least we give a first and then we give a group of highly commended, so that some people 

know they were within spitting distance of that, which I think is valuable. The most valuable 

thing obviously is getting things performed. I would have been one of the few people in my 

year at university and probably any year that was expressing interest in writing for choirs. I 

guess partly because it was also much easier to get instrumental or solo pieces performed.  

Getting a choir piece performed was much more challenging. 

Vanessa: It was interesting to note they kind of let you do what you wanted in a way.  I 

did a first-year composition and I know first year is probably different, and my sister 

also did composition right through uni and she did feel the pressure to do what was the 

norm at the time even though she wanted to branch out a bit.   

David: I am much the same particularly with the Year 13 students: “ ok I’ve set you these tasks 

to choose from but if there is something that you really want to pursue let’s run with that, if 

there is something you are invested in and it is exciting or interesting then let’s focus on that.”  

Both Douglas and John were reasonably happy, and they saw I was producing stuff.   
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Vanessa:  I have just read the book ‘Sing’ by Guy Jansen.  It is very interesting, did he 

live in Wellington? 

David: Most of the later part of his life, yeah 

Vanessa: What I can glean from that is that choirs from NZ didn’t really start 

commissioning or really singing much NZ composed music until after the war.  

David: Probably right!  

Vanessa: And then it was quite limited from then.  He didn’t really allude to when there 

was a huge investment into NZ composition writing, but it was just interesting. 

David: Probably again with Peter Godfrey. 

Vanessa: I think that is what it was and you’ve mentioned a few times when he took your 

pieces on tour.  It is an interesting read. 

David: There were one or two people producing choral music in the 60s, people like Ronald 

Tremain who ended up going off to Canada I think. There are some works that Gillian 

Whitehead wrote some early stuff like Missa Brevis. The Dorian choir at its height with Peter 

Godfrey, they were doing some amazing stuff, they did the Penderecki Stabat Mater about a 

year after it was premiered. He was doing some challenging and some really contemporary 

stuff. Certainly once we get into the 70s, Douglas Mews wrote for him, and he got John Rimmer 

to write a piece for him. They didn’t commission the Jack Body Carol to St Stephen but they 

did that fairly quickly after it premiered.   

Another person that was doing a lot of NZ stuff was Roy Tankersley with the Bach Choir in 

Wellington which was kind of equivalent to the Dorian Choir here. It was a very good choir 

and Roy did a lot of contemporary stuff and produced a recording of NZ music in the late 70s 

early 80s. May even have my Lux Aeterna on it which mean early 80s. They did a lot of 
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interesting new music. So it relied very much on people that were interested in doing that sort 

of repertoire. 

The Dorian’s were very focussed in a sense and with Peter Godfrey it was basically 

Renaissance, Polyphony, some of the lovely romantic repertoire and contemporary stuff, and 

you kind of knew you were going to get that sort of mix. They weren’t doing jazz concerts, 

they weren’t doing pop concerts. So you knew what you were going to get. He was as at home 

with the Renaissance stuff as with the contemporary stuff he was premiering. I suppose the 

Bach Choir were the same, it was a chamber choir. The Dorian’s was a big choir of about 60, 

a big chamber choir which meant he could do those double, triple choirs. There were those 

kind of people around that were prepared to do that sort of repertoire and often were aware of 

up and coming composers showing interest in choral music. Martin Setchell in Christchurch 

was a bit the same. He had the Jubilate Singers in the 80s. He was often doing interesting stuff. 

They were the ones that commissioned from me about ’83. There were people around and it’s 

probably still very much the case, people that are interested will search our either composers 

or the music. It’s a bit chicken and egg, will there be the choral music without people to perform 

it and if there is nobody asking for it are the composers going to write it anyway? Very much 

reliant on that kind of thing, it needs people actively interested. That’s where the BIG SING 

has been really good, given that every choir has to do a NZ piece. So choirs are looking for 

repertoire and that has been good for me and a few other people, though there is some very 

second rate stuff now slipping in as NZ works. And there are a few default things, like an 

inevitable arrangement of Pokarekare Ana or Hine e Hine which really are not proper true NZ 

Art music. But there are also some interesting things coming along from younger composers 

or people taking choirs or writing for their own groups which is good. The mere fact that in 

Auckland it’s usually about a third of the choirs do works of mine suggests there is a shortage 
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of people writing choral music. If you took out the Hine e Hine’s and Pokarekare Ana’s from 

the rest of it would be a funny scattering of other people. 

Vanessa:I think you have already told me this, but were your first choral pieces 

performed by the University Choir.   

David: Yes 

Vanessa: I know you have answered this too, but you composed pieces for orchestra’s 

chamber ensembles etc.  Was choral composition always something that you always 

enjoyed and wanted to do. 

David: Once I discovered it, yes.  I never played in an orchestra I was only a pianist, so I never 

had that active involvement in instrumental playing. I just discovered I both enjoyed writing 

for choirs and setting texts and ultimately enjoyed taking choirs as well. Goes hand in hand,  

You were doing that so often end up writing for it. 

Vanessa: I read in the beginning of the Rakiura that you mentioned ‘That the Moon is 

Silently Singing’ might be your favourite piece that you had written. Is that still the case. 

David: I think so, it’s probably the best thing I have ever written - 35 years ago. Peaked early! 

There are other good pieces since but I think that is a special piece. 

Vanessa: Both you and Karen mentioned it was quite a big piece and I said no I was going 

to do it. Ambitious.  In a way with that piece the horn was my main strength, if the choir 

lost it at any point at least the horn can come back in.  Leading up to it just wasn’t clicking.  

On the day the music was jumping out at me. I’ve got it, it’s there. Hallelujah!   

David: I had school choir one year from Epsom Girls Grammar School which toured to the 

United States and all year the choir sound hadn’t quite gelled – it was before I knew about 
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voice matching or we may done a wee bit of it, but it was our first performance in Dallas where 

it suddenly clicked: that’s what we had been waiting for all year.  

Vanessa: Overall, do you receive a number of commissions each year or is it more 

relationships with the school’s ensembles that you have. 

David: It’s a bit variable in terms of formal commissions. The school work, we’ve just kind of 

over the years developed this almost symbiotic relationship. I’m going to get paid for the whole 

year but realistically I’m doing maybe about 30 weeks involved with kids by the times there’s 

weeks you are marking and odd weeks where exams are on etc. Auckland Grammar School it 

is probably about 25 weeks with students, and early on I would sometime get asked to do some 

work with year 9 and 10’s. But certainly with Westlake I got to point where I was writing for 

each of the ensembles and both sides saw the value in that rather than make me come in and 

do something with junior classes and say that as part of my job I am writing, and Auckland 

Grammar has been the same where you are not needed for classes we will get you to write 

something for orchestra, concert band or choirs. As long as both sides don’t see it being taken 

advantage of then it works very nicely. Then the schools get works tailored to their groups 

whether it is instrumental or choral or whatever. In particular for the instrumental groups. For 

concert band at Auckland Grammar they may say this year we have only one good horn but a 

really good saxophone player, the flutes are a little weak but the clarinets are good, or we have 

a fabulous tuba player. We can tailor it around that. 

Some of the works have been very much tailored to a particular year. That sometimes can limit 

other performances a little bit but I am always happy to rescore if need be and have done that 

for Auckland Grammar when they use a piece another year and say this year we have 4 horns 

but short on bass clarinets. So restructure and re-score. I am not precious about that. Interesting 

process, where one of the works I wrote for Grammar about three years ago the conductor said 
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within the concert band we’ve almost got a jazz combo within there, could you kind of feature 

the amazing lead sax player and bass guitar, keyboard and drum kit. I structured a work around 

the idea. The piece had a title in Malay meaning circular road. The Malaysian Philharmonic 

orchestra discovered this piece they were actually interested in my Elysian Fields initially but 

discovered I had this piece with a Malay title so they asked to have a look at it. So I’ve just 

rescored it for orchestra but with completely separate combo of Sax, Bass, Keyboard and drum 

kit. So it’s almost like a little concerto movement. So about a week ago I sent of the Malaysian 

Philharmonic version of this piece. They are doing it for a children’s online concert they are 

doing. I hope that goes ahead.   

Again, there is another version of that piece that some more orchestra’s may be interested in. 

And some really good jazz players. A lot of that value in somebody like me being in schools, 

and it is a shame there are not more is being able to tailor it, (I write for the developing group 

at Westlake Girls and for Choralation & Cantare) it’s useful from my point of view, as there is 

some interesting, challenging works I can write and also quite happy to write something simple 

and fun & easy. 

Again, there are probably not a lot of composers around that are prepared to turn their hand to 

that. Look at the KBB Festival, how many NZ pieces are there, 6, 7 out of all those groups 

there. 

Vanessa: Is that an area that the University students should be getting into? 

David: Yeah, I think that KBB should be like the BIG SING and say that they should have to 

do a NZ piece. There are doing a 20 - 25 minute programme, they could slip at 3-4 minute NZ 

piece in there no problem. There have been years even though I am well known as a choral 

composer, where I have had the most NZ pieces at KBB as well. It’s quite bizarre. I have 

provided Auckland Grammar with several “best performance of a NZ piece”. 
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Vanessa: There is actually an award for that isn’t there? David Squire has always been a 

big believer in that. 

David: Yes there is. They (Auckland Grammar School) have picked up the concert band one 

several times now. Because those works are tailored to that group, and this kind of focusses a 

bit more into your research topic, that I am able to write works that are tailored to, and am very 

aware of the needs of school and youth performance, partly because I get to write that sort of 

stuff a lot and partly because I have taken school groups at all sorts of levels, from very basic 

junior choirs to top level groups. I have written pieces for the APPA Festival so I am very 

aware of what will work and what won’t work. That I think is the problem with a lot of 

composers who don’t do much choral writing is that sometimes what they are producing is not 

going to work or is going to take a disproportionate amount of time to actually get it to some 

sort of performable standard. When I was at Epsom Girls, we commissioned Phillip Norman 

to write some pieces for us, a little set of choral pieces. They were really interesting, they 

weren’t horrendously difficult, slightly quirky as a lot of Phillip’s stuff is but they were fun to 

do. We also commissioned something from Craig Utting who was doing a lot of composing at 

that time before he more or less shut down and stopped composing, which is a shame as he was 

a very good composer. He produced something for piano duet and SSAA which was incredibly 

difficult. We worked and worked on it and were taking it to Finland for the first time. We 

commissioned Phillip and Craig to do works for us for Finland.  We finally got it, I don’t think 

we ever got every note right, sometimes the piano duet was fighting with what the choir was 

doing. It was a good piece, but really difficult. Tricky parallel chords with dissonant…. 
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Vanessa: Did he take choirs? 

David: He was a string player. I think he sung in choirs in University though. He probably 

thought they were a really good choir therefore…………. It was a good piece and satisfying to 

perform in one sense, but just so difficult. I don’t know if anyone else has performed it. 

Vanessa: I don’t think I have ever heard of it? 

David: He did do some very nice choral writing. Monument is his, which is a fabulous piece. I 

think those who don’t either sing actively in a choir or take a choir or both, are not always 

going to produce something that is singable and you potentially get something that really might 

suit instruments better. You’ve always got to keep in mind the whole pitching thing with choirs, 

short of having choirs with tuning forks. I have seen that in competitions. In Japan the second 

time I was adjudicating at their high school national finals. Some incredibly difficult pieces, 

but several choirs were using tuning forks. That was the only way they could keep the pitch. 

To me you wonder what is the point of that. It just becomes a kind of a circus act.   

Vanessa: Isn’t the whole idea to be able to pitch from where you are at? 

David: Yeah one would think so. 

Vanessa: You just had a chat about it. Just moving into how you compose. I said what 

comes first and you said the chicken or the egg. I suppose you have to have an ensemble 

in mind or if you don’t an idea of who maybe wants to perform it? 

David: Most of the stuff I write these days is for specific performances. Very occasionally I 

might write something just for my own interest, and obviously the other thing is competitions, 

I sometimes write something for, but most of my writing is for somebody, whether it involves 

money or not is another matter. 
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Vanessa: Therefore, when you have an ensemble in mind what do you find easier or do 

you change it up, one time you have the melody in your head or do you find the text first? 

David: Text first! Always text first. I always say to students don’t even bother coming in 

talking me about your piece until you have got the text. The music has got to flow out of the 

text. To me that’s an absolute bottom line. There is no point having a melody in mind because 

the words might not fit the rhythm. The music’s got to fit the natural flow & stress and 

accentuation of the text. Text ALWAYS first. I had an interesting situation at Westlake with 

one of the girls who had a French text. A few places I said the accentuation really wasn’t right 

for the language. That’s another reason I always say, you can set English, you can set Latin, I 

can cope with Spanish or French or Maori but we are not doing Korean or Chinese. I just can’t 

tell you whether the accentuation is right. Always, absolutely always text first. You don’t know 

what you are going to write until you have got a text. If you haven’t got the words, the music 

comes out of the text. At basic level it’s got to follow the natural accentuation and flow of the 

language. End of story. Once you’ve got the text that will suggest something to you. The other 

thing I say to students: you’ve got to find a text that almost immediately says to you this is how 

I’ve got to be set. You’ve got to have that really quite immediate reaction to the text. Oh wow!  

Yes I’d like to set this to music. I’m just doing a set of pieces for a competition at the moment, 

unusually they are wanting a 25 minute work which is quite a lot to ask composers of. For an 

American community choir. I chanced upon this lovely poem by an American poet, the topic 

around the stars, celestial bodies. They gave me a suggested topic. Fortunately it was easy 

enough to track down and made contact with him, I found his email address. I discovered his 

mother died on the 20th December so I wondered if it was the right time. He said he has had 

about 14 composers set his poetry and he is very happy for me to set it. I had another couple of 

poems in mind by a poet who is still alive at 100 but is only being published in a very niche 

place and the book I found some of the poetry in, it was just copyright to her. Sometimes going 
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through publishers it can take over, and if you can approach the poet directly is better. I went 

through this niche poetry site book publisher and they never got back to me which was 

frustrating. 

This American poet was very delightful and has since sent me other poems. A lot of his stuff 

is on one of the good poetry websites. But again, it was a poem that immediately, ooh, I like 

the language, it kind of suggests something to me, and that’s really the reaction you need, and 

that’s why I generally don’t like being given a text. The Ars Nova Choir from New Plymouth 

asked me to commission something for them for their 50th anniversary next year, but they also 

slightly worried me when they said we have some texts in mind. Sometimes it’s fine, sometimes 

I have really like that but once or twice I have been given a specific piece and they are not good 

works. You’ve got to have that response for the text. And finding a text can be time consuming, 

unless you narrow it down to a specific topic.  

You’ve got to have a personal reaction to the text immediately, or almost immediately. No 

point writing music until you have got a text. 

Vanessa: As an accomplished conductor do you think your approach of writing for 

different types of choral ensembles. Do you think differently because you know that you 

have got that conducting hat on. Do you think that conductor hat comes through in your 

writing? 

David: Yes, it goes back to what I was saying about knowing what to pitch for certain choirs 

and also being aware of what the conductor has to do. There are some conductors you will 

think no they are not going to cope with constantly changing time signatures. But I am aware 

of both conductor and choir might be able to tackle. There is nothing wrong with challenging 

groups at times. And sometimes pieces don’t always come off a hundred percent, because you 

can misjudge difficulty level, sometimes conductors can say I have got a really good group, 
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write whatever you like and you find the next year they don’t have. The difficulty sometimes 

is groups you don’t actually know and sometimes conductors can over-sell their group.  

Terence Maskell got me to write a piece for his group at One Tree Hill College a few years ago 

and he said I’ve got really good singers and they can tackle really good stuff. But come the 

next year when they were performing the piece he had lost a number of his good singers and it 

was too difficult for them. I’m always very happy for conductors to say we can do this but we 

can’t do that. Don’t go outside this pitch range for the sopranos or altos. The second sopranos 

are weak this year or we have a lovely soloist. I’m doing a job for them and I’m very happy for 

them to provide parameters that says you can do this but don’t do that. That is the joy working 

for a group like Choralation you can write just about anything. Although the year we did a 

triple choir piece didn’t come off terribly well. Just stretched them a little too far. You do have 

to be very aware of what the group can do and if you don’t know the group that can be 

challenging. It’s nice when the conductor comes back and says you have pitched that really 

well for our group.  “Gave them a little bit of a challenge but wasn’t too difficult by any means.”  

I wrote for a group I didn’t know and the conductor said you pitched this really well for our 

group. 

Vanessa: Sometimes, I have held off a piece one year and did it next year and swapped 

things around. Especially with training choirs 

David: With any choir. The kids you audition where sometimes you think you see potential, 

you’ve seen all you are going to get. I’ve seen a few cases of those at Epsom Girls Grammar 

School. Kids who are otherwise reasonably good musicians but as choral singers all I saw at 

audition was all I was going to get. 

Sometimes pitching issues don’t show up in an audition or being able to hold a part doesn’t 

show up. Sometimes you can get into a piece and go: “we are not quite going to nail this”. You 
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know the Morten Lauridsen Sure on this Shining Night that’s a lovely male voice version of 

that which we started to work on 2 years ago with the boys at Grammar and it was just that 

little bit too difficult and we never quite got there. Then you think: I have wasted all that time.  

Vanessa: I think that was quite a main thing about what you have just talked about the 

conductor, what you are writing for and the aspects and things like that. I think that is 

going to be quite a main thing in my thesis. 

David: It’s writing ability appropriate repertoire – or age appropriate or type of choir 

appropriate. It’s the element of being appropriate writing for the group and you don’t write a 

Choralation piece for Notables. I did something for Sue Cutforth for Bel Canto in Christchurch 

and it had soprano saxophone and cello solo and it’s not the sort of thing you can give most 

choirs, but I knew they would do a brilliant job of it you can be a bit more out there for an 

appropriate choir. It’s writing repertoire that is appropriate. Your key word is appropriate.   

Vanessa: Karen sent me an article by David Brunner, a conductor’s check list when 

choosing repertoire, and he does use the word accessible in there and I said there it is.   

David: Yes, accessible to the choir, accessible to the audience.   

Vanessa: Within that, I think it was more about the choir and how accessible it was for 

the choir, it was talking about think about your choir. 

David: It is being accessible but also leaving room for the choir to embark on a journey towards 

something as well. We did some way out things at Epsom Girls as well. Did you hear the 

university choir do Darkness for flute and 14 part choir. I wrote that for Opus in the mid 80s 

when you had only 15 in the choir. Karen did it with the University. I think she wants me to do 

a computer type set score so you can look at it.  
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They were the sort of kids that could tackle something like that. It was constantly shifting 

combinations of the voices and there was everything from screaming to shouting and 

whispering. You name it it was in there. In the right acoustic quite a stunning piece. It was a 

journey to get to that point. Amazing year group that went through mid-1980s. So sometimes 

you do want to take a group on a bit of a journey. Some of the pieces I have done for 

Choralation, the piece with a singing bowl. How do we deal with the score it’s little boxes and 

arrows. If you can write something that doesn’t have too many hurdles and doesn’t provide too 

many insurmountable challenges then the choirs will often take ownership of that and it’s 

finding that appropriate level you can pitch something at that might provide a different 

challenge but ultimately is not horrendously difficult and some of those open form pieces  and 

actually quite easy they just look difficult on the page. It’s often quite simple, the singers having 

confidence to do it. 

That appropriateness is the key and being able to write appropriately for groups and sometimes 

challenging them. Some are saying I want something quite easy and some are saying give us a 

little bit of a challenge. Rowan wants to feature something in the way of instruments next year.  

I said to him are you going to use the 2020 piece again and he said no I want a new piece, he 

only performed this year’s piece once. It was online from one concert. The American poet got 

to see the piece and was really happy with what I had done. He’s going to let me know what 

good instrumentalists he has in the choir and I will write around that. That’s my job to make 

that work. As I have said before I am doing a job for somebody and if that is what they want.  

Same with Sue with Bel Canto piece asking to write something using the two good 

instrumentalists. It is then the composer’s job to make that work. To me that’s the bottom line 

you are wanting something that will work with the group. The worst thing is for a choir to come 

back and say it was actually too difficult, we can’t perform it. At that point you haven’t done 

your job well. That has happened once or twice, more particularly with community groups as 
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sometimes you find you are asked to write something for a group you have no idea what they 

are like. You don’t want to write down to them. Also there is a danger you are going to write 

something too challenging, and then they don’t get a good experience and what they do next 

time someone suggests they do a NZ piece they go oh no we did a NZ piece and it was too 

hard. I heard this particularly back in the 80s conductors and singers saying we did a NZ piece 

and it was too hard so we haven’t done any more since.  

Again it comes back that I have worked with choirs & sung with choirs and written a lot of 

choral music. 

Vanessa: Are there any main aspects you consider when writing for specific choirs, say 

children’s choir? Do you think about the pitching and that sort of stuff? 

David: Yes it is pitching, vocal ranges, the type of text you are choosing, things like leaps 

within parts, often you want to keep the parts reasonably independent because just a whole lot 

of parallel chordings are actually quite hard to do so actually quite often with younger choirs, 

even with two parts, I will try and keep the parts reasonably independent so each part has their 

own tune. You see a lot of music for young choirs all in thirds and it’s actually ungrateful to 

sing and hard to pitch the lower part, constantly of the same interval. It’s just things like that 

and making sure keys aren’t too extreme, nothing maybe too busy or too fast, just that basic 

stuff. Partly that’s experience and partly being sensible. 

Vanessa: What about community choirs.   

David: Exactly the same thing, maybe at a slightly higher level but then again you want to 

provide something they are going to relate to that doesn’t have horrendous pitching issues.  

Whatever level you are writing for it is the same things. Making sure it is performable and a 

top group will be able to face bigger challenges. There is a point at which it just becomes 
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ungrateful to sing. There were one or two in the national competition that I thought ‘you get 

partway into the piece and think no it’s just ugly I would never perform or conduct this’. 

It is a question of writing appropriate music and the community choir stuff is a little on the 

easier side. You want to give people a positive experience as a performer, so they may look at 

and consider other pieces of your own music or other NZ composers. You don’t want them 

going away having a bad experience. You want them to feel, the audience really enjoyed what 

we have just offered. That is the bottom line, probably more so with choirs. Yes you can 

challenge an audience sometimes with something a bit way out and if you can pull it off 

convincingly and it works as a piece of music, great! But you’ve got to always be aware of 

who you are writing for. and be aware of what choirs can and cannot do. And I have sung some 

really difficult dissonant pieces and they are just not enjoyable to work with. You just spend 

so much time trying to find the right note and half the time you are not sure you have got the 

right note. Life’s too short for ugly music. Nothing wrong with challenging music and nothing 

wrong with sometimes quite dissonant music, just something that doesn’t work is not worth it. 

Finding that fine line between something that is way out and gives an audience a really 

worthwhile experience. We all write way out for the sake of way out occasionally, push the 

boundaries and see if it works. I don’t often go to university concerts but I have gone from time 

to time I often come away from pieces that should have ended two minutes before it did. I’ve 

enjoyed it up to that point but I have had enough. And you’ve got to be careful with choir pieces 

too. There is a point of which you have done what you’ve needed to do, you have used up the 

text and should stop. Knowing when to stop is a good thing. 
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Vanessa: A little about the accompaniments of some your pieces is quite difficult 

sometimes. Is that on purpose sometimes or do you not realise. 

David: A bit of all those things. As a pianist myself I am probably am a bit lazy and you can 

easily fall into the trap of whatever you put on the computer and sounds okay. Sometimes you 

have got to actually sit and go that is actually quite tricky. It’s probably a valid point.  

Sometimes the accompaniments are a little more complex than they maybe need to be.   

Vanessa: But it definitely adds to it.   

David: You want to give the pianist something interesting to do as well, you don’t want to 

make the piano part dull as it points it well with the piece anyway. There is a danger and 

students do this a lot, writing something that doesn’t lie under the hands well. I should probably 

make more effort to sit down at the piano. 

It’s nice to have something that has some colour and interesting textures and things happening, 

otherwise you can get something very bland sitting under the choir. 
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APPENDIX 3 

 

VIDEO RECORDING OF CASE STUDY REPERTOIRE  

 

1. The Moon is Silently Singing – D Hamilton 

2. Sunrise at Mangawhai – D Hamilton 

3. The Moon is Distant from the Sea – D Hamilton 

4. I Have a Dozen Dragons – D Hamilton 

5. The Mechanical Dragon – D Hamilton 

6. A Song of Ruth – D Hamilton 

 

Recorded by John Kim – Technician (Music – Sound) University of Auckland on Sunday 8th 

November 2020 at St George’s Presbyterian Church, Takapuna, Auckland. 
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